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David Parsons:
A Retrospective.
After thirty years
of teaching
and learning,
a sculptor retires.
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Frances
Bible,
soprano,
Allan Ross, piano

mezzo-

Understanding Federal
Environmental Laws and
Regulations with James
B. Blackburn.
Offshore Geologic Hazards
Rice Publishing Program.

June
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Group travel arrangements are made by
David Parsons: A
the alumni association. For information,
Retrospective. By Mary
call(713)527-4057.
Kay Zuravleff '81. Sculptor May 23-25 Young Alumni
are traveling
Parsons has been working
to the Whispering Winds
and teaching at Rice for thirty years.
Dude Ranch for Memorial
Day. It is near Bandera.
This spring he will retire from teachThere will be horseback riding, though he plans to continue
ing, swimming, tennis, hiksculpting. Parsons discusses his phiing and canoeing. Cost is $85
losophy of education and art.
per person based on double
occupancy; full payment is
Point of Grammar. By
due by April 17.
Nancy Daly. Over the past
July 17-27 The Island World of Great
decade, student scores
Britain. Alumni will visit
have consistently dropped
Scotland, Wales, Orkney,
on national aptitude tests, leading to
Skye, the Outer Hebrides
and the Isles of Scilly. Cost is
questions about the training that stubetween $2,795 and $3,085
dents now receive in basic skills.
per person, based on double
Whether or not the decline has affectoccupancy from New York.
ed the writing skills of Rice students,
Professor of History Ira
and what to do if it has, are subjects for
Gruber will accompany the
group.
debate.
Aug. 1-8
New England cruise. InPrescriptions for Cancludes stops at Sag Harbor,
cer. By Anne Lowrey BaiBlock Island, Newport,
ley. Dr. D. Jane Taylor '43,
Martha's Vineyard and
chief of the breast cancer
Nantucket.
Burgundy: Castles and the
coordinating program at the National Sept. 30Oct.
14
Barge.
Alumni will cruise
Cancer Institute, has spent thirty
the Burgundy Canal, samthree years coordinating the battle
pling wines and observing
against breast cancer. She discusses
architecture. Cost is estimatsome recent breakthroughs in therapy.
ed at $2,798 per person,
based on double occupancy.
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ART
Apr. 20May 10

THE ATER
Apr. 30May 23

The Lady from Dubuque by
Edward Albee. Main St.
Theatre, Thurs., Fri., and
Sat. nights, 8:30, Autry
House, 6265 Main St.
Admission is $5 general and
$3 for students and senior
citizens. Call 524-6706 for
reservations.

LECTURES
The Rice Design Alliance will be presenting a slide-illustrated lecture series on
current trends in interior design. The lectures will take place at the Museum of Fine
Arts. Cost of the series is $12 for students,
$18 for members, and $24 for nonmembers. For reservations, call 520-8238.
Lecturers for Currents: Interiors in the
Eighties.
April 22
Richard Meyer
April 29
Susana Torre
May 6
Mario Buatta

ANNOUNCEMENT
For more information on Young Alumni
activities, call(713)527-4057.
Apr. 30
Young Alumni are welcoming the Class of '81 to their
ranks with a barbeque, on
the RMC patio from 5 to 7
P.M. There will be music and
beer but the barbeque is only
served until 5:30 P.M. Cost is
$3.50 a person, payable by
April 28.
May 16-17 Sign up for the second annual Young Alumni Racquetball Tournament. Categories
are novice and advance pairings, singles, doubles, and
mixed.
July 4
The Baptist Student
Union at Rice is having a
reunion, inviting everyone
who was ever associated
with the organization. For
information on housing and
activities, contact Gerald
LePere at 6530 Fannin,
Houston, Texas, 77030,
(713)790-0279.

Rice Student Art Show.
Sewall Gallery in Sewall
Hall. Mon.-Sat. noon-5 P.M.
Through
Security in Byzantium:
May 24
Locking, Sealing and Weighing. Rice Museum. Uni- The Office of Continuing Studies conversity Boulevard at Stock- tinues its diverse spring schedule. For
ton (Entrance 7). Tues.-Sat. information on courses, fees, and times,
call(713)520-6022 or 527-4803.
10-5 P.M. Sun. noon-6 P.M.
Through
High Style Decorative Arts:
Transfixed by Light: Pho. April
May 24
tographs of the Menil Foun1800-1930 with Katherine Howe.
dation Collection. Rice
The Past in Our Present: An
Museum.
Overview of European
History with Gale Stokes.
The Contemporary American Short Story with Walter Isle.
"High Historie, Matters
Tragical and Fair Comedie: Shakespeare, My
MUSIC
Lords!" with Alan Grob.
All concerts in the Shepherd School of
Texas Bird Watching:
Music's concert season begin at 8 P.M. in
Spring Migratory Birds
Hamman Hall and are free unless otherwith Elaine Robinson.
wise noted. For information, call 527-4933.
Teaching Technical and ProApr. 15
Rice Concert Band, Rice
fessional Communication.
Memorial Center
Closely Held Businesses.
Apr. 15
Cambiata Soloists, spon- May
Casting in Bronze with
sored by SYZYGY
David Parsons.
Apr. 20
Shepherd Sinfonia
Texas Bird Watching: SumApr. 22
Campanile Orchestra
mer Nesting Birds with
Apr. 24
Rice Chorale
Elaine Robinson.

FILMS
The Rice Media Center shows films
Wednesday through Sunday. Showtime is
7:30 P.M., and on Friday and Saturday
there is also a 10 P.M. show. Every other
Saturday at 1 P.M. a children's matinee is
shown. Evening film admission is $1.75,
kid's matinee is $1.00. For schedule information, call 527-4853.

PORTS
Baseball
Apr. 15

Sam Houston at Huntsville
1:00
Apr. 17, 18 TCU at Fort Worth 3:00
and 12:00
Apr. 21
Pan American at Rice 1:00
Apr. 24, 25 Texas at Austin 3:00 and
12:00
May 15, 16, SWC Tournament
17
Tennis — men
Apr. 16
Houston at Houston
Apr. 18
Baylor at Rice 1:30
Apr. 24, 25, SWC Tournament at
26
Corpus
Tennis — women
Apr. 10
Lamar at Rice 2:00
Apr. 11
Texas Tech at Rice 8:30
A.M.
Apr. 22, 23 TAIAW Individual Cham24, 25
pionships at Rice
May 13-20 SWAIAW Regional Championships at Denton
June 3-10
AIAW Nationals
Track — men
Apr. 17
Baylor Invitational at Waco
Apr. 24, 25 Drake Relays at Des Moines
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Clandestine activity
Full combat gear in green and brown camouflage is replacing the traditional white
sheets for some local knights of the Ku
Klux Klan, according to seniors Wayne
Derrick and Brad Walker. The two have
been following the Klan to marches, rallies, and military maneuvers around the
state of Texas in order to make a documentary film about the group.
Seeking publicity, Texas Grand Dragon
Louis Beam invited Derrick and Walker to
film certain events. Their report on the
extent of the historically violent Klan's
recent resurgence has shocked many in the
Rice community,though "the Klan,for the
Present, is satisfied with becoming a political force. The violent image of the Klan is
being used by its leaders to obtain political
goals," Derrick says.
The students, who are making the film
as a class project for a filmmaking class,
were blindfolded and taken to a paramilitary training ground somewhere outside of
Fort Worth. There Derrick and Walker
witnessed two men, identified as U.S.
Army officers, teaching Klansmen how to
Patrol in an uninhabited area and how to
withstand an ambush. Members of the
group were armed with semi-automatic
AR-15s, similar to rifles used in Vietnam.
According to Beam, the Klan is preparing for the influx of Russian ground troops
that they expect after the U.S. is made
helpless by Russian nuclear weapons.
Beam further revealed to the Rice students
that the white, Protestant Klan will take
control of America after they vanquish the
Russian ground troops.
Derrick has been surprised at the reaction his project provokes among associates
at Rice. "Many liberal-minded people
Proved to be as close-minded as the Klan,"
he lamented in a recent article in the student newspaper. To his chagrin, people
Who hear about the documentary often
assume that Derrick must be a member of
the organization. "My challenge," he
explained,"was to make a film that would
educate people on both sides, as well as
those in the middle. I felt that everyone
could benefit from learning something
about the process that changes people into
militant racists."
Derrick hopes to give people an "appreciable understanding of their own hates
and prejudices" through his documentary.
However, he admits, he is in "the difficult
Position of having to produce a film that is
informative about the Klan, yet is not Klan
Propaganda." His efforts have already
Placed him in the spotlight of television
news cameras, and in the midst of controversy over the merits of publicizing the
Klan. As Derrick himself warns,"the Klan
has learned, like everyone else, how to use
government officials and the media."
Derrick hopes that their documentary
Will air on the local public broadcasting
television station this summer.
Going up
History professor Harold Hyman would do
well to take an economics lesson from
admired historian Benjamin Franklin.
Through all his projects, Franklin ran a
Print shop on the side, and his tombstone
ombly reports his occupation as
printer." It seems these days printing a
book can be almost as profitable as printing your own sheets of greenbacks.
HYman's Stanton: The Life and Times of
Lincoln 's Secretary of War, originally published in 1902 with a $6.95 pricetag, is
being republished at a cost of $49.50.
We're not sure about the cost of reprinting

b

Corman sent Apple a "story" to work
from. That turned out to be a three page
summary of the plot and a list of characters. Apple took it from there. These teen
Art anyone?
car chase movies are really about the humIf you have doubted that Rice is the cultur- iliation of adults, Apple quickly decided.
al hub of Houston and that Houston is now
But writing the script was relatively
in a position to export culture to the rest of easy, Apple says. It netted him the same
the country, think again.
amount of money as zip, which took years
In a March 2 column on "The Art to write. He hopes to sandwich another
World" in The New Yorker magazine, two script in with his fiction work before too
Rice people were mentioned in connec- long. "Maybe I'm naive, but I think you
tion with a proposed art museum in Los can do both," he says.
Angeles.
Contemporary art seemed to be flourishing in Los Angeles in the late sixties. More
recently interest in the area had been
flagging until some artists and patrons
drew up plans for a $20 million Museum of
Contemporary Art(MOCA).
Offering critical direction to the new
museum will be Dominique de Menil, who
is director of Rice's Institute for the Arts
as well as a major benefactor of the glittering new Beaubourg in Paris. She was
named in January as one of the original
trustees.
The plans have been brought closer to
fruition with the recent addition of William
Kieschnick '47 to the museum's board of
trustees. The president of Atlantic Richfield Company brought along a million dolFloating on the Volga
lar pledge from ARCO. In further support
high on the Sovietfor contemporary art, ARCO is also build- With tension running
26 appearance on
March
the
border,
Polish
art
century
ing a $3.5 million twentieth
Pulitzer
Salisbury,
Harrison
of
campus
wing for the established Los Angeles
on
expert
and
journalist
winning
Prize
County Museum.
"It is hoped that these glittering names Soviet politics, was timely. He came to
and faculwill make MOCA more alluring to conserv- speak before a group of students
dinner
annual
the
at
again
and
members
ty
ative Los Angeles money," the author
of major
group
a
Associates,
Rice
the
of
wrote.
Back in the spawning ground of the art donors.
Salisbury's comments were not comfortworld, Rice's budding artists are presentA former Moscow bureau chief for the
ing.
ing their work in the slightly more modest
York Times and author of a number of
New
Sewall Gallery.
historical books about Russia, he has studied the Kremlin's political climate at
length.
"I think that as soon as they(Soviet leaders) see labor unrest spreading to Russia
from Poland, they will move in immediately with tanks against Poland, no
matter how much world outcry there is,"
!VS:,
10
•
he commented.
s!
''
The security of the state and of party
,!
leaders is the predominant concern in the
e.e
Kremlin, he explained.
Aside from his assessment of the explosive situation in Poland, Salisbury's analysis of U.S./Soviet relations was not all
gloomy.
"I don't happen to think there is a comTake 1
Our acclaimed novelist, Max Apple, pro- munist expansion around the world. I think
fessor of English, has edged into a new communism as a doctrine is a dead duck
genre — scriptwriting. His effort, replete waiting for burial. It has been a long time
with a high school homecoming queen and since the doctrine of communism won the
high speed car chases is in town now. Enti- hearts and minds of a people. The Soviet
tled Smokey Bites the Dust and starring teen Union maintains power only through the
heartthrob Jimmy McNichol, it carries a might of the Red Army," he maintained.
"I don't know any young Russians who
PG rating.
Local movie critics were surprised to think communism is the wave of the
find Apple writing the script for what is future. They think it's the wave of the
generally acknowledged to be a "low past."
The response that members of the
brow" and low budget film. However,
Apple enjoyed the foray into the lucrative Reagan administration have been making
scriptwriting field. And if you stretch your to Soviet might is a ritual show of force
definitions, the incidences in the film have that all new administration's make, Salissome elements in common with Apple's bury said. Likening the Reagan and Kencomic treatment of more serious subjects nedy attempts to deal with the Russians,
in his novel zip and his collection of short he said: "I hope and pray that as Reagan
stories The ()ranging of America. His fic- moves through the ritual set of actions we
tion has been extremely well received by don't get started on a perilous course that
wastes our national sustenance."
critics on the national level.
Among recent presidents, Nixon had the
In fact, producer Roger Corman contacted Apple about doing a script after reading best grasp of world power politics, SalisZip. Apple, who likes to vary his work, bury believes,"except for Vietnam, which
was an anomaly. He strengthened the U.S.
agreed.

in 1776, but a penny saved now will buy
you a semicolon or two.

relationship with Western Europe. He
established a relationship with China, and
then he went to negotiate with the Russians from a position of strength. He made
the Russians pay us not to form a military
alliance with China." Salisbury calls the
potential to form such an alliance "the China card."
"It's strength lies in not playing it," he
declared. "Jimmy Carter almost made the
mistake of playing the China card."
The recent buildup of Soviet troops,
which has caused so much concern in this
country, has been primarily on the Chinese
border, Salisbury believes. "We sometimes interpret the Soviet maintenance
of two powerful forces as a sign of
great strength, but it is their greatest
weakness."
Spare change
The option to beg, borrow or steal money
for research grants may be simplified to
steal if Reagan's budget changes eliminate
many grants and loans. So far the National
Education for the Arts(NEA)and National
Education for the Humanities (NEH)
grants are scheduled to be cut back. However, no one knows how much money will
be available next year."We know no more
than what we read in the papers," states
Lou Griffin, Rice's research administrator
in advanced studies and research.
As it is, neither NEA nor NEH grants
are primary funding sources for Rice. Griffin explains that because so many groups
compete for these federal grants, "Their
money is very spread around."
The federal source that fuels much of
the research at Rice is the National Science
Foundation. Currently funding 72 out of an
average 250 active Rice research projects,
the NSF contributes more than any other
agency. Griffin speculates that the fate of
NSF grants will be different for research
and education. "It appears that in the science and engineering field there's not
going to be any drastic change," he says,
adding "maybe a little belt tightening."
The change, Griffin believes, will come in
scientific education. Money for lab equipment, classroom refurbishing and supplies
is likely to be reduced.
"Fortunately," Griffin says, "there has
been an upsurge of interest in the last few
years in getting support from private interests." Unfortunately, private foundations,
which award research grants, tend to have
exasperatingly specific qualifications.
Private donors helping out the public
sector will be the future hope for researchers, Griffin says. But researchers must be
prepared to dig for any kind of grant they
can find, for private donors like to help out
private causes. So, Griffin cites as hypothetical example, if you're a woman of
Irish descent currently living in southern
Louisiana who has two children and is performing medical research, there may he a
grant for you.
April 1981, Vol. 37, No.4
sAmPoirr (USPS 412-950) is published five
times annually, in February, April, June,
September, and November, by the Association of Rice Alumni, Rice University. Editorial
offices are located in the Allen Center for
Business Activities, Rice University, 6100 S.
Main St., Houston, Texas 77001. Telephone:
(713) 527-4806. Second-class postage paid at
Houston, Texas. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to SALLYPORT. Rice University,
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001.
Copyright 1981 by Association of Rice
Alumni, Rice University.
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David Parsons
A

RETROSPECTIVE
By Mary Kay Zuravleff '81

his is the fused tibia and fibula of a horse. In a human,this
is actually two separate
bones. See how smooth this
IS. Now feel that rough spot," says David
Parsons as he moves among his bundles of
bones. He picks up a single vertebrae. "If
You were one hundredth of an inch tall and
were yelling to someone across this hollow" — he traces it with his finger —"how
would that sound travel? How would that
sound look?" Obviously the voice amidst
the bones belongs neither to an archaeologist nor an anatomist, at least not primarily. David G. Parsons is a sculptor and a
professor of his art.
Parsons, who has been a fine arts professor at Rice since 1953, has created works
appearing both cross-campus and crosscountry. Ornamental bricks in the biology,
geology, and space science buildings With
their random patterns of animal,fossil, and
astral carvings, bear his designs, as does
the lifesize cellist in Fondren's Music
Library. Throughout the country, churches, schools, and private collections boast
Parsons's artistry. This spring, after twentY-eight years and hundreds of students, he
Will retire from teaching though not from
sculpting.
Parsons looks the part of a sculptor. He
IS short and sturdy, Picassoesque.His bristly white hair and beard topping claymarked work clothes are part of a familiar
scene in the basement-level sculpture
courtyard of Sewall Hall.
It was from a wide variety of interests
that Parsons chose sculpting. While a student at Wisconsin University, he explains,
"I started the men's dance group, wrote
Poetry, and was active in painting, sculpting, and music," The choice to specialize
was difficult.
ii

PHOTOGF1APHS OF DAVID P ARSONS BY PAT ROHRER

"Like rests in music, the voids in
sculpture are as important as the
Solids"
Parsons's interests are still eclectic; he
moves easily from the reductive process of
Chipping a block of marble to the additive
one of welding. He singles out music as his
greatest daily inspiration, but he says that
sculpture has been his most satisfactory
medium. Right now he is working on a
small marble piece that will commemorate
his college professor and a large bird in
flight, partially completed from dozens of
thin metal welding rods. The bird's future
home is at the University of Houston at
Clear Lake City.
Music is not only Parsons's greatest
Inspiration, it serves also as a model for his

sculpture. Concrete messages and recognizable forms may be consistently forced
on visual art, he speculates, but "people
accept the abstraction in music, which is
expressive rather than descriptive. Music
is easily referred to in terms of color,
rhythm, and melody line," he adds. Musical transitions in the form of a shifting of
keys or rhythmic line define a piece. In
sculpture, Parsons argues,the transition of
texture or line is just as important. And
like rests in music, he explains, "the voids
in sculpture are as important as the
solids."
"All art is abstract," he continues, defining abstraction as "the elimination of all
nonessentials." Parsons handles both the
familiar and the unknown with this sense
of abstraction. After closely observing
Mischa Schneider, a cellist with the Budapest Quartet, he decided the musician's
body position was more distinguishing
than his facial expressions, and he sculpted
Schneider's likeness with a featureless
face. Armed with a small photograph of
the finished work, Parsons approached a
group of chamber musicians. "Right away
they said, 'That's Mischa,' and when I'd
say 'who,' they'd say, 'Mischa Schneider,
you know.' They didn't need to see a face.
It is obvious by the way he is sitting and the Parsons's whimsical whale is a swimming pool slide.
way he holds his bow."
Another recognizable though faceless
piece is a soaring eight foot sculpture of
Christ in front of a cross. The piece was
commissioned by an Episcopal church in
Lobisiana but the members gave Parsons
few directions. "They called to say they
had seen my work and could I do a Christus
Rex on a cross." This incongruous combination of Christ in robed glory nailed to the
cross puzzled Parsons. "The only other
suggestion came from a woman in the
congregation," Parsons recalls. "She
called me at my studio in Houston to say,
'David, make it joyful.' So those were the
requirements."
Parsons wanted the glow of Rembrandt's Christ and the luminous white hot
heat of. Griinewald's messiah. Instead of
depicting a suffering savior, Parsons erectAn Episcopal church in Louisiana requested
ed the cross behind the floating, eight-foot
a "joyful" Christ in robed glory nailed to
Christ figure which reached out in a gesthe cross.
ture of blessing. He left the hooded face in
shadow so each observer could project his
imagined visage onto the soaring figure,
Parsons has created several series of welded
and he covered the piece with bronze,
seagulls. One ofthem hangs in the First
porcelain, and gold to express the radiance
Unitarian Church in Houston.
he felt was essential.
s well as being a practicing artist, Parsons is something of a
philosopher. Teaching gives him
the opportunity to pass on his
wisdom. "I am not attempting to teach
sculpture. I am attempting to teach
through sculpture. Sculpting should be a
total integration of all your studies and a
tool for developing a personal value judgement." He is carefully chiseling a finish on
the marble sculpture that he has been
working on for two years. "People always
ask me how I get it smooth. I tell my students to eliminate the word smooth from
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their vocabulary and substitute the word
true."
As with sculpture, Parsons takes the
broad view when it comes to education.
"College should be a fresh adventure
and not a continuation of high school
education," he says. "Rice is too
concerned with job training instead of
self-education."

"Discovering that the cavemen
had beautiful drawings or that
the primitive South Pacific islanders had wonderful paintings
helped me deduce that all these
forms are valid as art."

ment was a paper on: How to Determine
Right from Wrong," Parsons recalls."We
had two weeks and a sixty book reading
list including the Old and New Testament,
the Koran, and Supreme Court cases."
Each student had his own approach to
this educational experiment. "One physicist in the group would stand out on .the
pier for hours at a time. I never saw him
crack a book, he just thought; and when he
delivered his thesis in physics and chemistry, it was in sixteen lines of poetry." Parsons himself claims to have read only
twelve books in four years of college. "I
would sit in a group of arguing students
and work on a portrait of one of them. But I
would listen and ask relevant questions."
Parsons feels strongly that each student
benefited from the other's knowledge,
where every scrap of learning helped them
piece together an intuitive grasp for how
things work. "Everything is a factor of
relationship," Parsons says. "Whether it
be math, politics, or sculpture, the common denominator is the factor of
relationship."
Even when Parsons chose to continue in
sculpture and education, he was more or
less on his own. "All my studies were self
studies," he claims. After graduating from
Wisconsin, Parsons recalls, "I built a cabin-studio in the woods. In 1934 the entire
cabin cost $240. I designed it, cleared the
eight trees, dug the basement, mixed the
concrete, and built it. Actually," he stops
as if caught in a lie, "I think one of
my neighbors held a post while I poured
concrete."

The concept ofenclosing a landscape into
thefinite universe ofan egg started Parsons
on a long series of works.

Basso Profundo, executed in 1941, reflects
Parson's love of music.

A course in art history, he explains,
helped to free his imagination. "Discovering that the cavemen had beautiful drawings or that the primitive South Pacific
islanders had wonderful paintings helped
me deduce that all these forms are valid as
art. Consequently, I didn't have to follow
any vogue, I was free to create my own."
Freedom is one of Parsons's favorite
words. "Freedom and liberty are not the
same things," he explains. "I can give you "If you lessen quality, you lessen
my French horn to practice with, that's lib- yourfreedom."
erty. You can't give someone freedom."
Neither, Parsons adds, can you take it
Parsons's experience in college taught
away. "Freedom can only be developed him to question what his mentors quoted.
by one's self and maintained by heavy "We were taught to challenge rather than Football players provide the subject matter
for Study in Opposing Forces, which was
discipline."
_ passively take notes," he asserts.
arsons tries to teach his students
If freedom and challenge are two of the executed in 1938.
his freedom philosophy much as he catchwords in Parsons's philosophy, qualiwas taught at the Experimental ty is the third, and by far the most importCollege of Wisconsin in the early ant of the three."At the fiftieth reunion of
thirties. Alexander Meiklejohn, Parsons's our college class, the word everyone
•
hero in education, was a pioneer in adult remembered was quality. When Meikleeducation as well as a philosopher and a john gave the opening talks he read to us
well-known defender of the first amend- the story of the creation from Genesis. I
ment. Meiklejohn was president of can still hear his Scotch-Kantian voice
Amherst when his strong beliefs in an booming out 'God saw to it that it was
alternative education system led to his dis- good." From the cosmic creation of light
missal. Some of the students and profes- and dark to Parsons's rendition of light and
sors who supported him left the college in dark in sculpture, the importance of qualiprotest. Shortly thereafter the president of ty is paramount."If you lessen quality, you
Wisconsin University asked Meiklejohn to lessen your freedom," Parsons concludes
come to Madison with his entourage and with an authoritative air.
set up his controversial college as a five
n a beautiful blend of artist and artisyear experiment.
try, Parsons believes the culmination
"A friend of my father's suggested I
of work is to become your own model
look into what was called the Meiklejohn
from which you then create. It is a
Experiment," Parsons recalls. "It was a simultaneous discovery and invention protwo year program with approximately 100 cess. "You must feel something in your
students per class year. After completing self to express, and you must become what
the program you entered the regular for- you are seeking to express." If Parsons is
mat with two years credit.
expressing any message through his art,
"The first year," Parsons explains, "it is one of unity, a sense of oneness. I
"was the study of past civilizations as tools want people to look at the stars and feel a
for analyzing American civilization, and part of them." The discovery of the DNA
the second year was the study of American structure affirmed many of Parsons's intuculture. There were no grades and no itions. "DNA shows us everything is comclasses for two years." This lax grading posed of four things in variety. It doesn't
system, however, did not diminish the matter whether you are a horsefly, a rose,
workload. "We had daily seminars with a moss, a dinosaur, or a human being, you
short talk by people like Frank Lloyd are essentially composed of the same four Birds have often been an inspiration for
Parsons.
Wright, Clarence Darrow, and Zona Gale, things."
then a question and answer period. The
,e
His retirement from teaching this spring
speakers would usually stay a few days for will not be the end of Parsons's career. He
more discussion." And discussion there will continue to work, expressing his meswas in Meiklejohn's college. "It was a sage of unity through his pieces. Soaring
twenty-four-hour-a-day bull session. The birds, a monument to DNA,a marble tribstudents and professors ate, lived, and ute to a sculpting teacher and his excavateven played together." This seminar sys- ed dinosaur bones surround him. To each
tem covered philosophy to mathematics, one he gives the same rapt attention and
literature to physics. "Our second assign- from each he learns.
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111k\ very Rice student must
'
demonstrate competency in English comprehension and composition," so says the university catalogue under
the heading "skills."
Literacy, the ability to read and write, is
the minimum that we expect from an education. Recently, there has been national
concern over charges that students are
going through school without adequately
mastering these basic skills.
Certainly there are no students at Rice
who cannot read. In fact, they must all
write competently or take a remedial
course. There is, however, debate among
faculty members about whether students
ate coming to Rice with as much compositional training as they need, and whether
they are getting as much as they should at
Rice.
Rice students have always come from
the top of the high school classes. Generally, about 55 percent come from the upper
5 percent of their class. Presumably they
have already learned rules of grammar and
expository writing. However, declining
scores on national college entrance exams
have generated alarm in some quarters.
During the seventies the national averages
for the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
scores dropped 36 points to 427. The top
pcssible score is 800. Among Rice freshmen, the verbal score dropped 27 points to
627. The average score was down to 618
for the freshmen in 1980.
Allan Grob, professor of English at Rice
for the past twenty years and chairman of
the English department, says, "the essays
that the prospective students write on the
applications are, basically with rare exceptions, literate and grammatical. If they're
not, the students don't get in. Some of
them write those essays extremely well."
Grob is also chairman of the admissions
committee.

"I think the tendency to be
laissez-faire about all sorts of
competencies has about run itself
out."
Ewa Thompson, professor of German
and Russian, is dissatisfied with the compositional abilities of the entering freshmen, on the other hand. Also a member of
the admissions committee, she believes
that they may or may not be getting as
much training as they used to in high
school, but it is not enough.
To evaluate the writing skills of the
freshmen, the English department administers a competency test when they arrive
at Rice. The tests, which are graded by all
the members of the English faculty, are
grouped into three categories: fails, low
passes, and passes. Since 1975, the number of fails has dropped from 17 percent of
the total to 11 percent. However, the number of passes has also dropped from 55 percent of the total in 1975 to 46 percent in
1980. The number of students receiving
low passes has increased from 28 percent
to 43 percent of the 627 who took the test.
While no course at Rice is generally
required, "any student who fails the writing test has to take a remedial writing
course. Those who get a low pass get a letter urging them to take English 101," says
Grob,"and I think most of them do."
In fact, a total of 66 percent of the fresh-

man class took either the remedial class or
regular English 101, which is a literature
course with required papers. Some others,
according to John Brelsford, professor of
psychology and university registrar, simply skip the opening semester of freshman
English and take a more advanced English
course, particularly those who received
advanced placement credit for work they
did in high school.
Walter Isle, professor of English, speculates that for some of the students who fail
the competency test, English is a second
language.
The faculty voted to drop the core curriculum at Rice in favor of looser distribution requirements in 1969. The core, which
included freshmen English, prescribed a
series of classes that all students were
required to take. Under the distribution
system,students must choose four courses
from the literature and language category.
They could skip English altogether if they
pass the competency test.
The core curriculum was dropped on the
theory that students are capable of planning an intelligent curriculum to meet their
individual needs. There is now new discussion on the merits of a core. Some faculty
members do not believe that the writing
competency test and distribution requirements are enough insurance that students
will leave Rice liberally educated. Ewa
Thompson has been spearheading an
effort to have a required core of courses
reinstated.
There are others, perhaps the majority,
who would like to make the distribution
requirements more stringent. There are
some who would like to see just the
requirement for English 101 reinstated,
although a move to do that failed several
years ago. The remainder, like Grob,
believe that the students are getting
an excellent education under the present
system.
Norman Hackerman, president of the
university and professor of chemistry,
says, "I have not heard the faculty complain bitterly about a lack of ability to write
on the part of the students. But the action
by which English 101 was given up a number of years ago is now clearly viewed as a
problematical move. It didn't do as much
good as it was supposed to. I think the
tendency to be laissez-faire about all sorts
of competencies has about run itself out.
The faculty is more exacting about clarity
and competency in writing."

"There is no such thing as being
good enough in writing"
"1 suspect that we are not doing justice
with our liberal policies to the low passes,
because they aren't required to take anything," says William Piper, professor of
English. "There's hardly a student who
comes to Rice who has enough practice in
sentence construction that they wouldn't
benefit from a semester of writing."
Piper, who teaches one section of freshman English and an expository writing
course for upperclassmen, believes that
not only should one semester of English be
required for all students but that the course
should be strictly on writing. "There is no
such thing as being good enough in writing. My colleagues think teaching writing
is somehow intellectual KP because their
interests are in literature. A strict writing
course is a course of tremendous intellec-

He favors a required writing course
rather than reinstatement of the requirement for English 101 because "101 is kind
of a chameleon course. It was designed for
a time when students came here with a
whole lot more instruction in writing than
they have now. It is my impression," he
adds, "that the students were coming better prepared in writing fifteen or twenty
years ago. But it is all too easy to be nostalgic about the past, so I'll just say that
they're not coming as well prepared as
they should be."

"You must think clearly to be able
to write clearly."
Dean of Undergraduate Affairs, Katherine Tsanoff Brown '38, says, "I don't
think we do enough to insure that all the
students who graduate from here have
adequate training in language. Not only
because they're going to need that training
but because it has a great bearing on thinking. You must think clearly to be,able to
write clearly.
"I feel that the students who come here
are going to be or should be moving into
important positions in our society after
they graduate; and I don't think that we've
given enough serious thought to what they
take during their four years here," she
continues.
Brown favors stronger distribution
requirements which would emphasize:
"better training in language skills, essentially English; international political, economic, and cultural problerris; two semester of history; the scientific method and its
applications."
k here is no question that
\
1=MNi
finely honed writing
skills are highly valued
by the faculty, administration, alumni, and perhaps ever the students.
Harry Reasoner 60, a partner in the Houston law firm Vinson & Elkins, explains that
when he is hiring young lawyers "nothing
is more important than their skill to write
well and articulate. Many students are
making a serious mistake when they plan
their curriculum and don't include courses
that enhance their writing skills. I think
few people become adequate writers without comprehensive training in writing."
He firmly adds,"I don't consider someone
who goes through college without taking
an English course an educated person."
Steve Shaper '58, an entrepreneur,
explains, "the hardest thing to find in an
employee is someone who can put his
thoughts down on paper. I get a whole lot
of things done by putting things down on
paper and writing letters."
W.W.Akers, vice president for administration and professor of chemical engineering, says,"Ninety percent of an engineer's
contact with other people is through
reports. So an engineer's total communication skills are crucial."
Social scientist Brelsford adds,"I teach
an experimental psychology course where
the students are asked to prepare a paper.
At the end of the course I'm trying to get
them to write scientific papers of a quality
that could be submitted to a journal or used
for a master's thesis. What I notice is mainly stylistic aspects like putting papers
together in a logical, organized way, and I
don't think they are as good as they were

fly
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ten years ago."
Peter Rowe, associate professor of
architecture and a participant in a recent
faculty forum on curriculum changes,
says, "Most of our communications are
visual, obviously, but I would say that
there is a general concern that the students
should have an adequate ability to write
clearly and cogently. To that end, we are
interested in some sort of core curriculum
that would include written communication
skills. We have a lot of foreign graduate
students, and it is especially a problem
with them. But I would not be in favor of a
program with them. But I would not be in
favor of a program where you shove everyone through some required curriculum.
"Actually," he continues,"the past couple of years I've seen an upswing in written
expression. I am not sure I subscribe to
this idea that there has been a sudden
decline in verbal ability, not in the stulents
we get."
Linda Driskill '61, associate professor of
English, is quick to explain that the number of students in the remedial basic composition course does not mean that Rice
students are inadequate. "I think the students who come to Rice have received
about as much preparation as they used to
when I started teaching ten years ago."
However,she would like Rice to expand its
compositional offerings, particularly in
technical writing and in the remedial
course.
"There are about 125 freshmen who
take the basic composition course. That's
almost 20 percent of the freshman class.
About a third of them volunteer to take it
because they feel they need writing help.
They come out of high school uncertain
about their writing ability. They know a lot
of rules but they can't integrate them.
Another third failed the exam or received
low passes due to poor organization. The
remaining group, which was only twentythree students this year, have basic difficulty with writing." she explains.
"Basic composition is designed to
improve the students' ability to perform in
other classes," she adds. "We're not
trying to make them writers of great
literature."
Alan Grob, who calls himself "the last of
the old-time liberals" as far as curriculum
goes, says,"I don't represent the majority
view in the department, but I personally
would not want freshman English to be
required. The majority of students take it.
Most of those who need it are required or
encouraged to take it and they do. Those
who don't take it are usually the ones who
don't need it. It's a little like bringing coal
to Newcastle for good writers to take it.
"Given the fact that we're dealing with a
very selective group of students, I would
estimate that they're a little better trained
than they used to be fifteen years ago.
"I think the freshmen write well. I had a
group of freshmen last year that was randomly selected and I thought they were
about the best group of writers I've
taught," Grob concludes.
Piper counters, "The large number of
our students would benefit from rigorous,
scrutinized training in writing. That's not
to say that they don't come here gifted and
with some competency in writing. I'm not
trying to wipe out the literature program,
but teaching people to formulate thoughts
in an elegant, forceful, and convincirg way
is at the heart of human erdeavor."
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Prescriptions
for Cancer
BY ANNE LOWREY BAILEY
and amoebiasis, before seeking a doctoral
degree.
"I knew I wanted to do advanced work,"
she says. "I wanted to help plan experiments, and I needed to know more."
A car accident in 1951 left her with a bad
back (she still walks with a cane), and,
reluctantly, she gave up the idea of medical
school because it would have required her
to spend too many hours on her feet.
Besides, she was so interested in her
work that "I just didn't want to give it up to
go back to school full time." A Ph.D. taken
part time at George Washington University was the answer.
Taylor's work with tropical diseases
made her a hot property among those who
were studying hormone therapies for cancer. In 1958 she joined the endocrinology
section of the Cancer Chemotherapy
National Service Center, which researches
such things.
As she assumed progressively more
responsibilty for the program, eventually
advancing to section head, Taylor actively
promoted research related to the hormone
treatment of breast cancer. Her work
resulted in some of the hormone based
drugs that are now extremely useful in the
management of the disease.
When, in 1966, the Breast Cancer Task
Force was formed to provide an umbrella
organization for the breast cancer research
"There is nothing about breast being undertaken in many diverse discinatural that Taylor should
cancer that Jane doesn't know." plines, it was
advance to assistant chief, and then chief,
The development of the two-step diag- of the Breast Cancer Coordinating Branch.
nostic procedure, as it is known, is the
result of only one of the many breast can- "What distinguishes Taylor's
cer research projects with which Dr. D. programsfrom others is the extent
Jane Taylor '43, chief of the Breast Cancer of their success."
Coordinating Program of the National Canad Jane Taylor been an apple
cer Institute (NCI), has been involved. In
grower, she probably would
InstiNational
the
with
years
thirty-three
have developed a method for
tutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, MD,
bad spots in apples
identifying
Taylor has dedicated much of her profesto the human eye.
visible
were
they
—
before
cancer
breast
sional life to the control of
the single largest cause of death in women
As it is, she feels that early diagnosis
may be the most important area of breast
(about 35,000 will die this year).
Taylor got her start in sciences while cancer research. In the past, her program
Poring over the parasites that squirmed has funded researchers working in mambeneath the microscopes of leading parasi- mography (breast x-rays), estrogen-receptologist Asa Chandler, professor of biology tor assays (tests to determine whether a
at Rice for thirty years.
woman's cancer will respond to hormone
and therapy. These diagnostreatments),
paraof
world
"Dr. Chandler opened the
sites to me," she says."He gave very com- tic techniques are now accepted as stanpetitive exams. We had races to identify dard procedure in mediOal practice.
At the moment, researchers, encourParasites and other micro-organisms."
by Taylor, are exploring the diagnosaged
Iowa
at
degree
After taking a master's
State University, Taylor came to NIH in tic potential of thermography (heat detec1947 as a parasitologist herself. She partic- tion), and genetic markers (indicators that
IPated actively in research on the therapy the disease, in some cases, may be heredifor tropical diseases, especially malaria tary).
Taylor serves as project officer for a
number of contracts to research such techAnne Lowrey Bailey is the managing editor of niques. Working through advisory panels
CASE Currents, a national magazine for college
and university administrators, in Washington and peer review, her program awards
approximately $8 million in grants and
D.C.

onsider the following scenario:
A woman discovers a lump in
her breast and visits her doctor,
who rushes her to the hospital
for a biopsy (surgical removal)of the lump,
to determine whether it is cancerous or
benign.
Before she goes under general
anaesthesia, the woman signs papers giving her doctor permission to do anything
deemed necessary while she is unconscious. During the operation, a section of
the lump is frozen and rushed to the hospital pathologist, who determines that the
lump is indeed malignant. When the woman regains consciousness, she finds that
her breast has been removed, along with
the muscles that anchor the breast to the
Chest, and the ancillary nodes, located
under that arm.
Developed in 1896, this "one-step" procedure for rapid diagnosis, followed by a
"radical," or total, mastectomy, remained
the standard treatment for any of the fifteen diseases known as breast cancer until
the early 1970s.
Now scientists know that a woman may
come out of anaesthesia after a biopsy,
Undergo further testing to determine the
extent of the cancer, and discuss treatments with her physician without worrying
that the disease will "spread like wildfire."

C

H

research contracts in the areas of experi- assay should be done whenever breast canmental biology, epidemiology,cancer diag- cer is diagnosed."The reliability of steroid
receptor assays is paramount to their optinosis, and treatment.
In this capacity, Taylor evaluates the mal use for the clinical management of
performance of scientists, determines the breast cancer," they concluded.
With this recommendation, the proceneed for special project reviews, approves
or disapproves requests for additional dure almost de facto became the standard
funds,equipment,or personnel, and serves medical treatment for the disease.
as an authoritative source of decisions and
"I have always been accepted as
guidance for researchers.
In addition, she serves as an authority at a partner in research and as a
the highest levels of research thanage- colleague."
ment.
he world that Taylor entered as
"There is nothing about breast cancer
a parasitologist at the National
that Jane doesn't know," says Rose
Institutes of Health in 1947 was
Kushner, president of the Women's Breast
man's world, but she has
a
the
of
author
and
Center
Cancer Advisory
book, Why Me: WhatEvery Woman Should always been comfortable in it. "I feel very
Know About Breast Cancer to Save her Life. fortunate," she says. "I have always been
"She's a walking encyclopedia. For me, a accepted as a partner in research and as a
.
colleague."
medical writer, she's very handy."
Kushner agrees that Taylor is lucky and
As a health science administrator, Taylor's role is behind the scenes. "Although thinks that being the exception, rather
Jane doesn't make the actual discoveries, than the rule, has affected Taylor's pershe provides essential support for the peo- formance. "She has always had to be
ple who do," says her colleague and super- extremely careful," Kushner notes. "And
visor, Dr. Alan Rabson, director of the so she is sometimes less assertive than she
Division of Cancer Biology and Diagnosis could be when it comes to going to bat for
within the NCI. "What distinguishes her the program with the higher-ups."
"I think that in the current budget cutprograms from others is the extent of their
climate, Jane would have had a great
ting
success," he says.
of trouble in preserving the task force
deal
Public
the
for
Taylor
In nominating
Health Service's highest award, Rabson had it not been for the young women's
wrote,"Taylor has real administrative and health groups, the National Women's
leadership skills... She can develop Health Network, and the Women's Health
research programs, get groups of investi- Roundtable.
"These groups have rallied politically
gators to work in certain areas, support
lobbied for support of the program.
and
them, fund them, and help solve their
of the big NIH conferences, they
one
At
problems."
picketed and gave out a leafactually
cancer
of
course
the
in
times
At certain
Cancer
research, information accumulates on a let that declared, 'Breast
Research
Prostate
Threatened,
Research
particular topic, test, or treatment with
extreme rapidity. At such times, the Task to Continue.'"
What does she do in her spare time? "1
Force may sponsor a National Consensus
Conference, as Taylor did in June 1979, water my plants," explains Taylor with a
when rapid progress had been made in smile. "I have a lovely amaryllis."
For recreation she also enjoys photograresearch on estrogen receptor assays.
Working at the University of Chicago, phy, fishing on the piers of her sisters'
Dr. Elwood Jensen had discovered that homes on a bay near Houston, and editing,
about a third of all breast cancers were with a friend, a book of commentaries on
highly dependent on estrogens, a third breast cancer research. "You know, the
were highly independent of estrogen. He sorts of things that researchers say in hotel
had developed a number of assays that rooms late at night but can never dare to
could be performed at the time of the biop- say professionally," she explains.
With the Task Force's mobilization of
sy to determine whether a woman's cancer
talent, dedication, and money, all coordiwas estrogen-dependent.
Because of the significance of the test in nated by Taylor, the outlook is good for
the diagnosis of the disease, Taylor, work- much earlier detection of breast cancer.
ing with advisory panels of researchers, Clinical trials are now under way that may
show that it is not necessary to remove the
called a Consensus Conference.
She invited the primary researchers — whole breast in eradicating the cancerous
both on the basic and clinical sides of the tumor. And drugs will certainly be refined
topic — to deliver papers at the conference. so that the side effects are minimal or
For two days, the scientists argued back absent altogether.
If research makes as much progress in
and forth about various assay techniques.
next ten years as it has made in the last
the
on
area
one
be
to
But there did appear
which there was unanimous agreement: ten, it may be that, by 1991, breast cancer
Some type of reliable estrogen-receptor will no longer be a threat.
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College Population Drops Nationally
RICE EXPECTS TO MAINTAIN ADMISSIONS
University and college administrators at
Rice and across the nation are concerned
that the shrinking population of eighteenyear-olds may have a significant adverse
effect on college admissions. Those universities that overextended themselves
financially during the sixties are scrambling for student tuition to stay solvent.
While at the traditionally selective, heavily
endowed universities, like Rice, admissions officers and alumni are working
harder to insure that an adequately sized
applicant pool which meets the institution's standards is available.
The baby boom generation has already
been graduated from college, and for the
next decade the number of eighteen to
twenty-one-year-olds will decrease. In
fact, population trends suggest that there
will be 800,000 fewer eighteen-year-olds in
1990 than in the current crop. President of
Boston University John Silber talks of
"academic ghost towns" springing up
across the country, with 500 of the nation's
1,500 colleges closing, merging,or consolidating. This is not a comforting idea to
administrators at any university, but at
Rice the admissions effects of the decline
are expected to be offset by a stepped up
recruiting effort.
"We are going to have to recruit more
aggressively," says Assistant to the President for Admissions and Records Richard
Stabell. "I think Rice's applicant pool is
going to stay steady or go up," adds President Norman Hackerman. "We're getting
very good applicants in good numbers, but
we're running into more competition than
we used to."
Director of Admissions Marina Ballantyne says that the pressure can already be
felt, but the effects have been minimal.
Rice is having no problems in keeping a
large applicant pool. The freshman class of
1981 will be chosen from the largest applicant pool ever — around 2800 students.
And the 55 percent coming from the top 5
percent of their high school class has
remained constant.
The problem is that students who apply
to Rice also apply to several other universities, both public and private, to see who
can offer them the best deal. This is part of
what seems to be a nationwide trend in
which the number applying to universities
is increasing despite a decrease in traditionally college-age students.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
reports a 13 percent increase in the number of freshman applications for four-year
colleges and universities, with private colleges getting less of the increase than public. At Rice the applicant pool has been
growing at a rate of 9 percent per year for
the past few years, although Ballantyne
doesn't expect it to continue to grow at
that rate.
Rice's main competition is split into two
groups: private schools in the East and
public schools in the Southwest. According to Stabell, Rice should be receiving
more acceptances from students who also
applied to Eastern schools because of our
lower tuition charge. Rice tuition last fall
was $2900 compared to $6,350 at MIT,
$6,300 at Princeton, and $4,740 at Duke.
These schools are condidered our main private school competitors.
Tuition is comparatively so low because
at Rice 60 percent of student costs comes
from the endowment income, a far higher
percentage than for most other institutions
in the country. Colleges and universities
which depend on tuition to cover costs will
be forced to raise tuition if their enrollments decline.
Rice's location in the booming Sunbelt is
also considered an advantage. The Came-

gie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education predicts that schools in the East
and Midwest will each lose about 10 percent of their current share of total enrollment, while the Southwest and West will
gain about 10 percent overall. In keeping
with this prediction, Rice reports that outof-state applicants have been increasing.
The nature of Rice should also be a
drawing factor for students comparisonshopping. In Surviving the Eighties, a
sourcebook for college administrators,
Lewis B. Mayhew included in his discussion of qualities that are competitive in the
student market: distinctiveness of program, high selectivity of students, and
resources such that tuition provides less
than 40 percent of operating expenses.
Both Hackerman and Stabell feel that
these qualities will help keep Rice competitive and strong through the eighties.
An area where competition will be
noticeably more intense is with neighboring schools in the Southwest. Competition
for National Merit Scholars within the
Sunbelt gets tougher every year. Not only
is state school tuition much less than
Rice's, but students in the Southwest don't
feel that public universities lack prestige, a
sentiment that is more common in the
East, according to Stabell. Hackerman
adds, "We're going to have to have better
financial inducements to compete with the
state schools, some of which are very
good."
Possibly the best way to compete with
public universities is through financial aid
packages. Rice already has an extensive
financial aid program, with 498 National
Merit scholarships, but administrators see
financial aid as an area which should be
expanded in recruiting policy at Rice in the
eighties. "I don't know if other private
schools can do as well as Rice on an overall
percentage basis in financial aid, but
they'll come up with the money for special
people," Hackerman comments.
The admissions office is meeting the
competition in a number of ways, according to Ballantyne. Faculty members are
more active in the admissions process, calling up prospective students and encouraging them to apply or enroll. Alumni are
being used for interviewing and recruiting
more than ever before. Current students
are also being used more directly in
recruiting throughout Texas.
Given the combination of factors Rice is
facing, the admissions staff has not run
into problems in finding a good freshman
class yet. Ballantyne says that the admissions office continues to admit more wellrounded students who have more options
every year. Last year, however, the number of admitted students who actually
came to Rice went down 6 percent. Ballantyne sees this as a fluke, not a significant
change, because the percentage yield in
the past three years has been fairly consistent. As of March,the number who accepted Rice for early decision was in keeping
with past years.
Rice administrators are optimistic about
the future. "I think Rice's applicant pool is
going to stay steady or go up, if we work at
it," Hackerman says. Stabell adds, "I
don't think anyone can make reliable predictions more than five years ahead —
there are just too many variables. But for
that near future, I am optimistic. In troubled times, the strong get stronger. We
may have to work harder. We definitely
will have to better coordinate our marketing plan. But Rice can compete successfully." Hackerman concludes, "We're going
to have to recruit harder and use the alumni more effectively and more extensively.
I'm only pessimistic if everybody doesn't
do everything they can."

Alumni got their hands dirty ma special class on aluminum casting.

Alumni Take Art Lessons
The arts committee of the Association of
Rice Alumni has been encouraging the
nascent artistic talents of alumni with a
series of hands-on workshops. On Saturday, February 7, while one group of twelve
learned the traditional techniques of itaglio
and produced their own etchings, another
group gathered in the sculpture courtyard
to explore the mysteries of metal casting.

Karin Broker, visiting assistant professor
of art, taught the printmaking clinic, and
Meredith Jack, instructor in art at Lamar
University, taught metal casting.
The metal casters donned helmets with
protective face shields to pour molten aluminum into forms sunk into sand. One
alumnus remarked that it was the best day
he had ever had at Rice.

Arts
Books
Max Apple, professor of English and fiction writing in particular, has edited a
regional anthology of short stories and
excerpts from novels, appropriately titled
Southwest Fiction. Works by twenty-six
authors are included in this offering. Apple
selected his own piece "My Real Estate,"
as well as fiction from alumni Larry
McMurtry MA '60 and John Graves '42.
Graves's piece "The Last Running" is an
adaptation of a historical event; whereas,
the selection from McMurtry's Terms of
Endearment and Apple's story of converting the Astrodome into high-rise housing
are pure imagination. The book was published by Bantam and sells for $2.95.
Terrence Doody and Wesley Morris,
both of the English department, have each
finished a new scholarly book. Associate
professor Doody's Confession and Community in the Novel is concerned with the reader's response to confessionals in literature
from St. Augustine to Dostoevsky. Morris's work, Friday's Footprints: Structuralism and the Articulated Text, is a reflection
of his combined interest in linguistics,
anthropology and the philosophy of language. A local book store sold out of both
books during a recent autographing party,
and the journal Choice selected Morris's
volume as one of the outstanding works of
the past year.
Joan Boorman, associate professor of
Spanish and Portuguese, has written the
final volume of a twenty-four volume
series entitled Images ofSpanish-American
Literature. Boorman's volume, Twentieth
Century Theater, concerns essays on the
written text of Latin American drama as
well as the performance. The book is in
Spanish.
"There are slides of rehearsals and performances that go with the text," according to Boorman. "One problem is working
with theatre is that there are two different
perspectives: the written text and the performance itself. My research tries to tie the
text in with the acting and directing," she
recently told the Thresher.

Alumnus James F. Strange BA '59 Will
Rice has co-authored a book called Archaeology, the Rabbis, and Early Christianity. BY
his own description, this new publication
"succintly sums up the archaeology of the
first century, correlating that with literarY
evidence, and calling everything into question,just as all good texts should." Strange
no doubt speaks for all the aforementioned
authors when he says, "It is very exciting
to see it in print finally." The 200-page
book was published by Abingdon Press.
Martin J. Wiener, professor of history,
also had the delight of seeing his book published recently. Entitled English Culture
and the Decline of the Industrial spirit,
1850-1980, it was published by Cambridge
University Press. The work documents
the English ambivalence toward modern
industrial society. Wiener researched and
wrote the book over a seven year period.
He concludes that England can meet the
challenges to new economic advancement
only if it acquires an understanding of the
traditions that have impeded such
advancement for some 125 years.
Theatre
Adhering to tradition, the men and women
of Baker College hosted the Shakespeare
fair, play, and feast for the eleventh year.
The fair, which marks the beginning of the
medieval week, includes food-stuffs such
as raw oysters, bread and honey, and
mead,along with pranks such as a dunking
booth and the stocks for infamous campus
figures.
All's Well that Ends Well was the chosen
production this spring. The play was
graced with a scholarly guest, John Styan,
from Northwestern University. Styan,
who is currently writing a book on this particular play, presented a lecture and a demonstration with the cast during the week of
production.
Winding up the week of revelry was the
feast, which specifically honors the seniors
of Baker and Jones Colleges. Held in the
Elizabethan commons of Baker, the feast
has a reputation for bawdy activities.

Mirob,
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future managers in oral and written communication skills, applicable to both the
public and private sectors; to familiarize
students with the international dimensions
of business, and to strive for a liberal management education. He also plans to
increase enrollment from 75 students to
200 students in the next few years.
Tuggle believes that size and age are the
major drawbacks to the program. Until the
Jones School has been around long enough
to become well-known in its own right, it
will be riding on the reputation of Rice,
Tuggle says. He sees increasing enrollment as a way to both attract recruiters to
Houston and to create a bigger network of
graduates to support each other and the
school.
He emphasizes computer use both in the
classroom and in the way he runs the
school. Besides building computer experience into a variety of the required courses,
he keeps a portable computer terminal in
and hopes to put much of his
Francis D. Tuggle has been appointed his office
dean in the Rice
dean of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate administrative work as
system.
computer
School of Administration, after serving as
acting dean for a year. A computer science
specialist, he also has experience in longrange planning. Tuggle plans to keep the
Program basically the same, with a gradually increasing enrollment over the next
By popular demand a cookies and wine
few years.
Tuggle's experience includes consulting reception opened the spring Student Art
for Hallmark Cards, United Telecommuni- Show on April 20. Alumni were invited to
cations, Kansas City Power & Light, and the opening that evening from 7-9 P.M. in
H&R Block. He holds a doctoral degree the Sewall Gallery, an event which was
from Carnegie Mellon in industrial admin- sponsored by the Association of Rice
istration. He has published widely, includ- Alumni.
The annual show, which will continue
ing two books and over twenty articles.
Before coming to Rice, Tuggle taught at through May 10, features student works
the University of Kansas.
from their studio classes. In preparation
He plans to keep the emphasis of the for the event, instructors have chosen five
Jones School program the same: to train pieces from each of their classes.

Tuggle to Head
Jones School

Student Art Show
Opens
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Basketball
After struggling up the SWC ladder to a tie
for second place in men's basketball,
Coach Mike Schuler and his Rice Owls
won only four out of their last twelve
games. The final record was 12-15 with a
7-10 conference standing. The season was
erratic, though it was one of the best in
recent years. Rice began miserably then
turned around when they took to the road.
In one week the Cagers defeated Texas
Tech, A&M,and SMU, bringing them up
to a second place tie. A 57-52 loss to
Arkansas at Autry Court didn't slow them
down. Returning to the road,the Owls beat
Texas 46-40 in overtime action. TCU fell
for the second time this season, as the
Owls won a home game 58-54. But that
was the end of the winning streak. When
the Owls began the tournament playoffs,
their first game was their last. Texas won
big 58-44, and Schuler did not hesitate to
Show his chagrin with the fourth place tie.
I'm extremely disappointed in the season's outcome. We fell far short of what we
could have accomplished." Maybe so;
however, Rice had more overall wins,
more conference victories, and more wins
on the road this season than any other Rice
team in the last ten years.
At the close of the season, Schuler
accepted a position as assistant coach of
the New Jersey Nets, a National Basketball Association team. Calling the decision
to leave the hardest thing I've ever had to
do as a coach," he says that coaching in the
NBA has long been his goal. Rice is searching for a new coach.
Women's basketball was somewhat disappointing in playoffs as well. In the quarterfinals of the state MAW Division II
Playoffs, Rice lost to Texas Wesleyan College 71-66. The loss was almost inevitable
after starters Goya Qualls, Pennie Goff,
Kathy Barnard, and reserve Laura Jo
Manning were lost due to foul trouble.
Despite the tournament disappointment,

their season record was an impressive 1612 — their best ever. Coach Linda Tucker
is looking forward to improvement next
year, as all five starters return.
Baseball
Baseball season is underway with an
encouraging 12-6 record. So far the Owls
have had only one conference bout, a three
game series March 13 and 14 with Texas
A&M.The Owls won the Friday game 4-3,
but the Aggies came back in a doubleheader on Saturday to win 3-1, 7-2.
Swimming
For the second straight year the women's
swim team finished in the national top ten
in AIAW Division II competition. In addition, six swimmers were named All-American, four for the second time. Upperclassmen Kay Snell, Gina Gaskin, Karen Hight,
and Wendy Young made it for the second
year; and Kathy Batho and Suzy Deetz
were honored for the first time.
Tennis
With only one player advancing past the
first round, the twenty-third Rice Invitational was not a success for the Owls. Rice
men compete in the Southwest Conference, the strongest tennis conference in
the nation. Five of the competing universities in this conference are ranked in the top
twenty-five colleges nation-wide. Rocky
Royer, number one player for the men's
team, has defeated three of the top twentyfive collegiate players this spring. Royer,
who spent the fall playing tennis in
Europe, plans to return to the pro circuit
after graduation in May.
Tracie Blumentritt, an energetic sophomore, remains the women's nurnber one
player. Last year Blumentritt was one of
the top ranked juniors (eighteen-year-olds
and under)in Texas. The women's AIAW
Division I state tournament will take place
April 22-25, with several matches scheduled to be played at Rice.

Rorschach Fills
Worden Chair

Computer Team
Excels Nationally

Harold E. Rorschach of the physics department will become the first Sam and Helen
Worden Professor of Physics on July 1.
The money to fund the chair was donated by the Wordens. Sam '35, a geophysicist, has invented a number of complex
tools for use in physics and geophysics,
including the first portable gravity meter.
Helen Saba Worden '38 is an alumni governor of the university and chairman of the
Rice University Fund Council. They are
also community associates of Will Rice
College.
Rorschach,a popular professor, has won
several teaching awards since he joined the
faculty in 1952. He received the George R.
Brown award for Excellence in Teaching
in 1968 and the Brown Superior Teaching
Award six times between 1967 and 1980,
as well as the Brown College Teaching
Prize in 1972.
He received his bachelor's, master's,
and doctoral degrees from MIT. His specialty is low temperature solid state physics. He is the author of over thirty publications on various topics in physics.

A group of students from Rice recently
won second place in a national computer
programming contest sponsored by the
Association for Computer Machinery
(ACM). Members of the Rice programming team Dave Johnson, Scott Corner,
Gordon Goetsch,and Thom Potempa were
given six half-hour problems ranging from
calculating gas mileage for a fleet of cars to
a manufacturing company's break even
analysis. They were to use the 1966 form
of Fortran.
The Rice team correctly solved five of
the problems; first-place University of
Missouri at Rolla solved all six. The competition was held in Stouffer's Riverfront
Hotel in St. Louis during the annual conference of ACM. Twenty-two teams participated, each having qualified in regional
competition.
The team returned proudly bearing a
large trophy.
Ironically, team member Dave Johnson
was unable to return to Rice on time — he
was told by the airlines that he could not
take the flight he was booked on because of
a computer error.

Rice Club News
ALBUQUERQUE
James Parker '59 is gathering a steering
committee to start a club in Albuquerque.
He became interested during a recent visit
from the development office and Kathryn
Alcorn Duffie '51,executive director of the
alumni association, with the Rice Today
program.
AUSTIN
A covered dish supper, organized by Kathleen Bailey Davis '69, was a great success.
About seventy-five people met at the historic Gethsemane Church. Truett Latimer,
head of the Texas State Historical Commission, gave the group a brief history of
the church.
After dinner Paul Burka '63, a senior
editor at Texas Monthly, spoke to the
group."He spoke on what he sees as a new
wave of anti-intellectualism and its roots,"
Davis reports. "Then he fielded questions
on that subject as well as energy, Texas
politics, and Texas Monthly." The group
also planned a party for April.

call club president Margorie Peters '40 at
896-1642.
PHILADELPHIA-WILMINGTON
On March 10, alumni from Philadelphia,
Wilmington, and the surrounding areas
attended a cocktail reception and dinner.
Ronnie Wells, professor of mathematics,
was the guest speaker. The event, which
was organized by John B. Coleman,Jr.'59,
drew about twenty-five people from the
classes of'28 through '79. There were also
a few prospective students there. Coleman, along with Les Arnold '61, John and
Janet Hudson Caldwell '71/'72, and Linda
Bateman '63, has formed a steering committee for the club.
SAN ANTONIO

The San Antonio group under the direction
of president Betty Wray Venson '75 has
held two events this spring. In mid-March
they held a bridge tournament with special
guest, Gilbert Cuthbertson, professor of
political science, premier campus bridge
player.
DALLAS
In early April they gathered at Trinity
In late March, Dallas area alumni got University for a Mexican Fiesta dinner and
together for a Tax Seminar just in time to a keg of beer. Dennis Huston, professor of
file. Andy Parker '63, a partner with Peat, English, was the guest speaker.
Marwick, Mitchell, spoke on "Income
SAN FRANCISCO
Taxation." Jack Hawkins '55, a partner
with Gardere and Wynne, spoke on Burton McMurtry '56 has accepted the
slot as president of the club. He is planning
"Estate Planning in the '80s."
In early April, the group gathered again to appoint a program chairman. The group
for free beer and a tour of the Coors fa- had planned a dinner for February 28,
cilities in Dallas. Hance Burrow '74 asks but it was cancelled due to the small rethat anyone interested in serving as an sponse. Organizers blamed a fresh snowofficer of the organization contact him fall in nearby mountains as the counterattraction.
at 748-7211.
DENVER

TULSA

Betsy Marberry Morris '74 is getting Duffie recently visited Tulsa to help that
together a steering committee to organize group reorganize. Patricia Brown Wade
'60 is searching for club officers. The
a Denver Rice club.
group is particularly interested in recruitFORT WORTH
ing students for Rice.
Philip Wood '72 has been selected as the
LOS ANGELES
new president for the Fort Worth club. He
is forming his organization now and hopes Warren Wilderson '72 has assumed the
to have a cocktail party in early May for all responsibility to get a club started in Los
Angeles. He is looking for volunteers.
Fort Worth area alumni.
HILL COUNTRY

WASHINGTON D.C.

Hill Country alumni are planning a dinner
for May 15. It will be held at the Inn '0 the
Hills in Kerrville. President Hackerman
will be the guest speaker. For information,

Washington D.C. alumni are holding a
Texas chili and beer party on May 10. Karl
Bayer '71 is heading up the organization,
755-4076.
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Grant Revitalizes Humanities

The preliminan.,proposal by architects Cram, Goodhue,and Fergusonfor Lovett Halland the
academic quadrangle included a shimmering reflecting pool.

Architecture
Book Complete
Originally Lovett Hall was to face a reflecting pool and the academic court was to contain a domed Persian auditorium. The original plans along with the original revisions
for the Rice Institute are skillfully presented in a new book by Stephen Fox. The General Plan of the William M. Rice Institute
and Its Architectural Development is issued
as a monograph in the Architecture at Rice
series, the first new title since 1972. If the
nine year lapse was necessary to accrue
the beautiful black-and-white photographs
and reproductions of the architects' drawings from Rice's first days, it has been
worth the wait. With an introduction by
history professor Charles Garside, Jr.,
Fox's document provides
a detailed and informative case study
of Rice's eclectic • architecture and its
sources.
Between October 1908 and May 1909 a
total of 277 acres were acquired along
Main Street Road costing approximately
$180,000. Edgar Odell Lovett, the first
president of Rice and formerly a Princeton
professor, commissioned architects Cram,
Goodhue, and Ferguson for a campus
development plan. The Boston-based firm
had earlier done work for Princeton in
Cram's university-fivored Gothic style.
But "this two-fold idealization, of the university as institution and the Gothic as
architecture," as Garside describes it, was
declared unfit for the new institute as was
the mission style wrought from Mexican
influence. Because of the prairie location
and a lack of supportive architectural
tradition in the barren area, the Rice
Institute was to be an original landmark in
architecture.
"How, without the Gothic, would they
represent a university?" Garside imagines
Cram saying. How, indeed, is the subject
of Fox's detailed book which traces Cram
the thinker, Goodhue the artist, and William Ward Watkin the draftsman-turnedarchitect, through the erecting of the Sallyport to the planting of the oak trees.
Submitting independent plans to the trustees, Cram and Goodhue had differing versions of what this landmark should
embody, and Fox's narrative combined
with the exquisite, often full-page, photographs tell the story of the buildings from
the first arch. He includes known and
imagined influences for Goodhue's reflecting pools and Cram's choice of marble.
Their collaboration both described and
shown in the book is a collage of Gothic
romanticism, medieval Byzantine, Lombard, and Venetian sources.
The ninety-nine page guide includes one
hundred eight photographs and illustrations, among them a four-page panorama
of the campus in 1915 and Goodhue's
sketch of the aforementioned Persian auditorium. The book is available from the
School of Architecture for $10 per copy
plus tax.

Plans are in the works to promote the
study of humanities at Rice using a
$775,000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, according to the administration. Rice was one of sixteen research
universities chosen to split a total of $16.1
million in grants from the foundation specifically for use in the humanities.
The grant will be used to fund leaves of
absence for professors wishing to change
fields or shift specializations, to fund fellowships for post-doctoral researchers, to
offer early and partial retirement to some
senior professors, and to promote the idea
that a degree in the humanities is good
preparation for a career, officials said.
Allen J. Matusow, who will become the
new dean of humanities on July 1, the'date
the money becomes available, says that

humanities professors within five years of
retirement will be offered a chance to work
just on things they are particularly interested in, funded half by Rice and half by
the grant. This will free university funds to
hire new professors at the beginning level
on the tenure track.
Matusow told the Houston Chronicle that
under this system the new professor would
have the advantage of working with the
older professor and gaining from the older
professor's experience.
The foundation offered the grants to
counteract the trend in enrollments away
from the humanities. Humanities graduates have "learned to think critically,
to approach problems in a logical way,"
says Virgil Topazio, retiring dean of
humanities.

Giving Clubs Welcome New Members
The Founder's Club and President's Club
were established in the fall of 1970 as a
means of bringing together alumni, parents and friends who give substantial support for Rice's current operations. Membership is on an equal basis(July 1 through
the following June 30) and includes the
individual and his or her spouse.
First-time Founder's Club members during the months of January and February
are:
Mr.& Mrs. Fred Parks '31
Clarence A. Schurman '31
Mrs. John H. Heinzerling '34
Mr.& Mrs. Glenn W. Wilson, Jr. '35
Henry W. Battaile '37
Mr. & Mrs. A. Frank Smith, Jr. '37/'39
Mr. & Mrs. T. F. Glass, Jr. '39/'40
Mr.& Mrs. William M. Rice '43
Mr.& Mrs. Jack T. Trotter '47
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin A. Dow '48
Mr.& Mrs. L. D. Wooddy '48
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A Cunningham '49
Mr. & Mrs. William 0. Bartle, Jr. '52
Mr.& Mrs. A. L. Jensen '52/'53
Khleber V. Attwell, Jr. '53
Ellie W. Long, Jr. '52
T. Benson Ford '53
Dr. & Mrs. Fred R. Lummis, Jr. '53
Mr.& Mrs. Don Daily '58
Mr. & Mrs. Donald P. Katz '58
Mr. & Mrs. Harvin C. Moore, Jr.'59
Mr.& Mrs. Hugh Robertson '61
Dr. Mary Margaret Shaw '65
Mr.& Mrs. P. A. Torgrimson '65/'68
Mr.& Mrs. Arthur H. Rogers III '67/'68
Robert W.& Linda Tarrant
Atherton '69/'69
Mr.& Mrs. Stephen E. Bradshaw '70
Edward B. Hinders '71
Drs. Thomas & Karla Colle '75/'75
Ms. Kathy A. Gillette '76
David & Carolyn Hokanson '77/'78
Mr.& Mrs. M. L. Benke
Mr.& Mrs. Marshall P. Cloyd
Mr.& Mrs. John P. Diesel
Dr.& Mrs. Paul A. Harcombe
Mr.& Mrs. Louis Lechenger
Mr.& Mrs. Herbert M. Sandler
First-time President's Club members during the months of January and February
are:
Mrs. Joe E. House '22
Mrs. Friedarica B. Wilson '27
Dr. & Mrs. Richard C. Bellamy '30
Charles Miron '31
Benjamin F. Jackson '33
E. H. Lancaster, Jr. and
Mrs. Sallie W. Lancaster '34/'35
Mrs. Joseph Mellinger Brown '35
Mr.& Mrs. Ralph E Rinn -4'36
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Lancaster '37
Charles H. Benckenstein, Jr.'39
David W. Barg '40
Mr. & Mrs. Floyd G. Reitz '40/'43

Dr. & Mrs. William Merrill McLamore '41
Avrohm I. Wisenberg '41
Dr. Ernest A. Connally '43
Mr.& Mrs. Herbert H. Hodgeman '42
Mr.& Mrs. Hugh A. Saye '44
Mr.& Mrs. Joe K. Goerner '45
James G. Jewell '45
Mrs. Peggy Brinton Jarmon '46
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Draper '48
Mr.& Mrs. Charles E.
Richards, Jr. '48/'52
Mr.& Mrs. Wallace T. Corley '49
Mr. & Mrs. Julius L. Pryzant '50
Mr. & Mrs. Frank E. Allen '51/'51
Mrs. James B. Thomas '51
Mr.& Mrs. Donald E. Braman, Jr. '52
Mr.& Mrs. Leopold A. French '52
Mr.& Mrs. Edward Allen Roberts '52/'52
Walter H. Deakin '53
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh E. McGee, Jr. --/'53
Ms. Ann Elizabeth Porter '54
Mr.& Mrs. Emmitt E. Taylor '54
Mr. & Mrs. Sam D. Ward '54
Dr. & Mrs. H. Dale Warren '54
Dr. C. B. Carlson '55
Mr. & Mrs. Jason W. Frye, Jr. '55
Dr. & Mrs. Charles E. Mize '55
Mr.& Mrs. Mendel Laviage '56
Leo L. Sellars '56
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Donehoo, Jr. '57
Dr. & Mrs. C. D. Michalopoulos '57
Mr.& Mrs. Robert E. Cunningham '58
Dr. & Mrs. William W. Scales '58
Dr. Robert M. Battle '59
Mr. & Mrs. Russell K. Gibbs, Jr. '59
Mr.& Mrs. Earl Douglas Schlatter '60/'62
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Blocher '61
Mr. & Mrs. John Hyde Fowler '61
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Tun Yau Chang '62
Barry M. Moore '62
Mr. & Mrs. Hubert G. Aaron '63
Mrs. Alan N. Lemley '63
Edward C. Norwood '63
Mr.& Mrs. Alvin H. Lane, Jr. '64
Mr. & Mrs. Willaim Charles Lieblich '64
Dr. J. Kenneth Marshall, Jr. &
Louise Lightsey Marshall '64/'64
Mr.& Mrs. Charles Tex Spear '65
Dr. Harry Dadisman Holmes '66
Mr.& Mrs. Nolan Lehmann '66
John Richard Reitz '66
Dr. & Mrs. William R. Hoot, M.D.'67
Mr.& Mrs. Kung Teh Wang '67
Dr. & Mrs. James E. Wilkerson '67
Mr.& Mrs. Vic Giles '68/'70
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Gwin '68/'70
Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Hoover --/'68
Calvin E. Powitzky, Jr. '68
Mr.& Mrs. Dana Michael Johnston '69/'69
Chaim & Deborah Kaiser
Abramowitz '70/'71
Charles Hardage, Jr. '70
Joseph Douglas Killgore '70
William R. Roberts '70
John Wise Coles '71

Dr. & Mrs. Robert Finkelstein '71
Mr.& Mrs. Paul J. McConnell III '71
Robert Arthur Elswick '72
Mr. & Mrs. D. J. Thompson '72
J. Hardy Williams '72
Denise & Robert(Ted) McDonald '73/'72
Dr. John Rains Kelly '73
Mr.& Mrs. Allan Ritchie '73
Dr. John Page Schroeter '73
Miss Suzanne Thomas '73
Mr.& Mrs. G. Forbes Alcott '74
Robert Alan &
Kathryn Dunlevie Hayes '74/'74
Dr. & Mrs. Yuan-Hsin A. Hu '75
Dr. Michael Davis Maher
Mr.& Mrs. John J. Ostermann '75
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Perkins, Jr. '75
George M. Pharr IV '75
Emmett & Marion Stanton --/'75
Dr. & Mrs. Johnny M. Brown '76
Mr.& Mrs. Robert Henry Hite '76
Ronald J. Osborn '76
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Rudd '76/'76
Drew & Sherry! Walsh '76/'77
Dana Frederick &
Jennifer Blankenhorn '77/'80
Mark T. Scully '77
Ms. Tina R. Tomsen '77
Timothy & Carol Burke --/'78
Miss Carol M. Cameron '78
Ms. Carmen R. Eggleston '78
Mr. & Mrs. Louis H. Griffin '78
Miss Gail A. Grueninger '78
Miss Lyn Marcia Davis '79
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Griffy '79
Becky Lynn Mathre '79
Mrs. Bertha R. Salsburg '79
Peter Martin Schwab '79
Stuart Asbury Taylor '79
William C. Visinsky '79
Robert S. Winter, Jr.'79
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Harding III '80
Kenneth W. Hinds '80
Prof. Michael Berry &
Dr. Julianne Elward-Berry
Mr.& Mrs. Gregory J. Bischak
J. A. Boyd
Mr.& Mrs. Charles L. Buck, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. James R. Calkins
Mr.& Mrs. Edmund K. S. Ching
Mr. & Mrs. Roy H. Cullen
R. George & Sharon R. Cunningham
Mr. & Mrs. F. Albert Ely
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Estes
Mr.& Mrs. Gerland B. Haeckel
Mr.& Mrs. William R. Hencke
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Knight
Mr.& Mrs. Sam F. Milazzo
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H. Mudd
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Rice Neuhaus
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene A. Saltarelli
Mr. & Mrs. Hans W. Schellhorn
Mr. & Mrs. George J. Schunck
Dr. & Mrs. Allen D. Tillman
Mr. & Mrs. D. A. Weeden
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Torn Polk Miller BA '36 BS '37 and
Isabel Mount Miller BA '36 BS '37
are practicing architecture and working
With conservation and the use of solar
energy. Tom writes: "This past year Isabel has acquired some new horizons.
Becoming Energy Director on the board of
the League of Women Voters of Texas led
to her being named to the Advisory Committee on Solar Energy of the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Coun91(TENRAC). This meant many meetings
in. Austin, inspection trips to solar installations, and public hearings around the state.
She has also been president this year of
Denton County Arkwork, Inc., a local conservation-ecology-appropriate technology
organization. I'm in my second year of
editing the Arkwork Review,the organization's quarterly journal ($5 per year —
Plug). Our biggest project is an annual artsand-energy fair on the Courthouse Square.
Our architecture practice, though small in
scale, doesn't seem to slow down. Our
most thoroughgoing passive-solar house
SO far is just being finished; the Southern
Solar Energy Center will monitor its performance, and we're looking forward to
seeing the results. We took a mid-winter
tour of the Soviet Union in December and
January — three days in each of Moscow,
Odessa, and Leningrad, with two days in
beautiful, free, open Helsinki at the last.
Fascinating. Everyone should go — preferably with some knowledge of the language,
Which we didn't have." Arnold B.Johnson '37 has been a life insurance broker
for the past forty years. His specialty is
estate and business planning. He writes,"I
have many former classmates as clients
and try to get a life insurance policy in
favor of Rice whenever possible." In
Mowery BA '41 has resigned as director
of development for the Houston Ballet to
assume the new position of executive
director of the Houston Lyric Theater
Foundation. Before beginning his theatrical career, Mowery served in the Air Force
In Alaska as a long-range weather forecaster. He then served as stage manager in
stock companies and became a producer of
Broadway plays and musicals. He joined
the Houston Ballet in 1977, working in
'Lind raising and long-range planning and
Yill retain his post until this June. William F. Kieschnick BS '47 has been
elected president of Atlantic Richfield
C.ornpany(ARCO). He will be chief operating officer of the company. He has been
serving as vice chairman responsible for all
°Aerations of the company since 1979.
Chris Hansen BS'48 has been re-elected as director of the Chlorine Institute, a
119n-profit international association of chlorine producers and associated industries.
He is the founder and chairman of Linden
Chemicals and Plastics, Inc. A patent-holdin the field, Hansen is currently serving
Ins fourth year as chairman of the New Jersey Chemical Industry Council. Eleanor
trcelber Ott BA '49 is president of
Eastfield College in Mesquite. She is also
t_be president of the Mesquite Chamber of
L.ommerce. Active in many local organizations, she received the "Women Helping
,
omen" award last year from the Dallas
'Omen's Center.

Robert Cruikshank BA '52 was
recently elected chairman of the board of
the American Heart Association. A partner in the Houston office of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Cruikshank has done volun-

teer work for the heart association for the
past twenty years. J. Terry Young '52
has authored his third book, Compelled By
The Cross. Young has been professor of
theology at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary since 1971. Floyd Holder
'55, an attorney in Lubbock, is taking a
special interest in murder cases. He has
represented more than a dozen murder
defendants in the past two years. Holder
says murderers are "your better class of
criminal" because they confess much more
than average criminals. Andrew L. Ballard BS'56 has been elected to the Board
of Trustees at Hampden-Sydney College
in Virginia. Ballard is president of his own
company, Ballard Exploration Co., an
independent oil and gas exploration firm in
San Antonio. He is also director of the
Houston Theatre Under The Stars and the
Independent Petroleum Association of
America. Ballard previously served as
president of Kilroy Company of Texas,
member of the management board of the
Houston YMCA,and director of the Petroleum Club of Houston. Robert F. Karnei, Jr. BA '56, a captain in the Navy,
has been appointed deputy director of the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. Karnei, who received his MD from the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, was commissioned in the Naval
Medical Corps in 1960. He has been a battalion surgeon, chief of laboratory services
at a Naval hospital, and head of the Anatomic Pathology Branch of the National
Naval Medical Center. In January, he
received a Navy Commendation Medal for
his meritorious service at the National
Naval Medical Center. "Bob is the father
of five children ages nine to fifteen. His
new appointment will not require a move
for the family as the AFIP is on the Walter
Reed Compound in Washington, DC,"
writes his wife Helen. "We are all very
proud of him." Jerry McCleskey BS
'56 has been elected
president of Conoco
Coal Development
Co., the synthetic
fuels subsidiary of
Conoco, Inc. He will
make his headquarters in Stamford, Connecticut. McCleskey
was formerly vice president for planning
and development for Conoco Chemicals.
Donna Martin '57 has been named vice
president for editorial administration of
Universal Press Syndicate, which distributes such newspaper features as Doones—
bury, Dear Abby, Ziggy, and William F.
Buckley. Martin will have responsibility
over the newspaper syndicate operation
and editorial direction of Andrews and
McMeel book publisher, a subsidiary of
UPS. She is leaving the position of vice
president of Andrew and McMeel. Robert W. Wilson BA '57, a 1978 Nobel
Prize Laureate in physics, spoke recently
at Prairie View A&M University's College
of Engineering, as part of National Erigineers Week. Victor E. Baldridge, Jr.
BA '58 Hanszen has been promoted to
production manager of the U S southeastern exploration and production region for
Phillips Petroleum Company. He is
responsible for directing the operation and
maintenance of oil production properties
and will be headquartered in El Dorado,
Arkansas. Larry
Samuelson
BA'59 BArch '60
Hanszen has been
appointed vice president and general
manager of the
Turner Development
Corporation's southwest region with offices in Houston.
Active in the real estate field since 1970,
Samuelson will be responsible for developing Turner's commercial and residential
projects for selected markets in Texas,
Oklahoma, and Louisiana.

Two for the Sky
Both Ross and Jane Smith Bonny BA '68/BA '68 would admit their
careers are up in the air, though they might choose to say their professions are soaring. In fact, the Bonnys are commercial airline
pilots on the jumbo jets of Braniff International.
As pilots, the Bonnys' cumulative flight time pales in comparison to some of the veteran captains who have been flying for thirty
years. Ross has been a commerical pilot for almost five years, Jane
for three. Their interest in flying, however, goes back to Rice days
when Ross was a member of the naval ROTC and founder and
president of the sport parachuting club. "Ross had just started
Navy flight school, and he wanted us to share interests," Jane
says, remembering her enthusiasm for a new hobby. Jane's hobby
progressed faster than Ross's training, and Ross recalls, "She
actually had her license before I did." Jane explains, "You just
can't stop at being a private pilot. Soon, you need an instrument
flight rating so you can fly if there is a heavy fog. Then you might
as well work on your commercial rating."
After flight school, Ross began flying for Braniff, and Jane
became a flight instructor for Citation aircraft in Dallas. Those
years, she recalls with a slight shudder of remembrance, were
potentially more dangerous than commerical flying. "Once I had a
Japanese student who didn't know enough English to take directions. He couldn't recover from a spin, and refused to give up the
controls. I had to use physical force to wrestle that plane away
from him," she adds with a laugh.
Jane's decision to become a commerical pilot put her in a competitive pool. For each opening there are about 100 applicants.
"What is minimally required and what ends up being required are
two different things," Jane believes. "Basically you need a college
degree in anything, a commerical pilot's certificate, and an instrumental rating." Those who want a competitive edge and have an
affordable access to flight time often qualify themselves in
advanced areas. For example, flying large planes requires an additional rating, and potential pilots frequently make the effort to
qualify on turbojets, 707's, or even 727's. "Even though you're not
going to fly that kind of plane for a couple years," says Jane, "it's
one more notch and an extra something on your license."
Braniff is an exception among the airlines, hiring family members within the company. But working for the same airline does
not mean following the same schedule. Flight and pilot seat preferences are based on seniority, and each of the three pilot seats on
every flight is bid for separately. With all the possible combinations, trying to organize compatible schedules is almost impossible. "You would need a home computer to even attempt it,"
remarks Jane.
The Bonnys are parents of two-year-old Todd, who was an
exceptional child even before his arrival. "Todd was the first baby
born to an airplane pilot," brags Jane. Airlines have hired women
pilots for less than six years. When Jane became pregnant, her
contract did not cover maternity leave."They didn't know what to
do with me," she says. "Braniff has pregnant flight attendents all
the time, but they had never heard of a pregnant pilot."
How do you raise a child when you are out of town five days at a
time? It isn't easy. Currently, friends who run a day-care center
take Todd home with them in the evening. Though that is the most
practical solution, Jane became apprehensive after one recent trip.
"I asked Todd what his babysitter's name as, and he said 'Dad."
After Ross came back in town, her fears were eased. "I'm not worried," says Jane. "He calls Ross 'Daddy,' and I am hoping he just
doesn't know the difference yet."
By Mary Kay Zuravleff81
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Jay L. Finkelstein BA '60 BS '61
Wiess and Honora (Honey) Moore
Lynch BA '63 Jones were married in El
Paso on March 15, 1980. They write:"We
are expecting a male offspring, to be
named Michael, at the end of January."
Honora is currently self-employed as an
editorial consultant. Jay is head of the systems utility branch of the aerospace surveillance division of the Navy Space
Project Office. He's in charge of the systems analysis activities associated with the
Integrated Tactical Surveillance System.
They can be reached at 12202 Nutmeg
Lane, Reston, Virginia 22091. Martha
Lee Barnes BA '61 MA '65 Jones and
Barry K. Barnes BA '61 MA '63
PhD '65 Baker write: "Once again we
are moving. This time we're taking a twoyear leave of absence from Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico to
accept appointments in Vienna, Austria.
Barry will be with the International Atomic Energy Agency helping set up a portion
of the nuclear safeguards program. Martha will be consulting with different groups
in the United National Industrial Organization, hopefully practicing some new things
she learned in getting a masters in computer science from UNM last year. Our
three children, Stephen, 16, John, 14, and
Kristen, 10, will attend the American International School in Vienna, with Stephen
graduating from high school while we're in
Vienna. Yes, we're brushing up on our
German, but still find it a lot easier to read
than to hold a conversation. However.
after two years of enforced practice we're
sure conversation 'auf Deutsch' will be a
bit less strained." Marion 0.Hagler BS
'62 Wiess has been named the outstanding researcher for 1980-81 in the College of
Engineering at Texas Tech University. A
professor of electrical engineering,
Hagler's research specialty is plasma, a
hot, high-density, ionized gas, and optics.
He is director of Texas Tech's Center for
Energy Research and co-director of the
Switching and Plasma Laboratory. Last
year Hagler was elected a fellow of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineerings "for contributions to plasma
science and optical signal processing."
Ronald W. Chandler BS '63 Wiess
and Elta Waltermire Chandler BA
'61 Hanszen are busy in Plano. Ron is an
engineering manager at TRW-Optran.
Elta is a teacher at the Children's Workshop pre-school. She is also the Plano
AAUW Legislative Chairman, vice-chairman of the Parks and Recreation Board,
and vice-chairman of the Women's Political Caucus of Plano. Brooks Taylor BA
'63 Baker has been appointed city-county health director in Fort Worth. During
the early 1970s, Taylor worked in Bolivia
as director of a center for the rehabilitation
of malnourished children, and has since
been a health director in several Texas
counties. Gary D. Zintgraff BA '65
MS '68 Wiess is chairman and chief
executive officer of the Mystik Corporation and its parent company, Chemical
Investors, Inc. in Indiana. Mystik is the
third largest producer of pressure sensitive
tapes in the US, and supplied "Gold-Coated KapIon Tape" for the US Space Program Laboratory when the lab lost its protective shroud during launch. The tape had
to be sent via rescue rocket and provided a
protective umbrella to complete the mission of the space laboratory. As one Rice
graduate steps out of a post, another one
steps in. Wilkes Berry BS '67 Baker
has resigned as chairman of the Texas
Tech English Department to assume the
position as dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts at Texas Women's University in Denton. Replacing Berry is
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John R. Crider PhD '60, member of
the English department, who will serve as
interim chairman when Berry's resignation becomes effective. Crider is former
chairman of the English department at
Austin College.

Robert A. Heintges BA '70 BArch
'71 Lovett writes, "I have been named
an associate with the architectural firm of
I.M. Pei and Partners, New York City."
Eric S. Denbina BS '71 MChE '72
Will Rice writes: "After spending six
years at Exxon Production Research Company in Houston and two years at Exxon
Co. USA East Texas Division's Tyler District, my wife (Nelda), and kids (Erin and
Carmen), and I moved to Canada. We've
been here since late '79 and actually like
When people call the Procter & Gamble plant in Dallas asking for
these crazy Canucks. I'm working for Exxthe
boiler house manager, they're sometimes taken aback when
on's foreign affiliate Esso Resources CanaAlison
Whittemore BS '78 MS '80 answers. "There's a long
da as section head in the Judy Creek Resersilence and then they laugh," she says. "I'm sort of unusual around
voir group. If anyone knows what
happened to Major Major(you know, Gary
here."
Whatshisname, Will Rice'75 or'76 or '88?)
Typical is definitely not the adjective used to describe Whitor just wants to reminisce, please write me
temore.
Last January, three days after she graduated from Rice
at 136 Parkland Hill SE, Calgary, Alberta,
with
a
master's
in civil engineering, she started as a power plant
Canada T2J4K6." Bill Haymes BA '71
manager, head of the utilities division at Procter & Gamble. Even
Baker is traveling through Arkansas as a
visiting musician for the Artist-In-Schools
though the job is traditionally for mechanical engineers, Whitprogram financed through grants from the
temore feels qualified because of the emphasis on theory in Rice's
National Endowment for the Arts. Haymes
engineering curriculum. Most engineers at Rice take the same
plays the guitar, mandolin, and piano for
basic courses for the first two years.
children in kindergarten through the sixth
The plant manufactures housewares such as foods, soaps, and
grade to teach them how string instruments
operate. He has been singing professional"any detergent you can think of," but Whittemore is only conly for the past ten years and has released
cerned with the energy use of the operation that spans 350 acres
two albums. Sara
and employs 600 people. She coordinates the distribution of serMcDaniel BA '71
vices to the people that need them from day to day. She handles
Brown has formed a
resources such as air conditioning, refrigeration, electricity, specinew Houston-based
ally treated water systems, and all steam production. Letting
public relations agency, McDaniel &
departments know their production schedule and making sure that
Tate. She was most
everything runs smoothly is a big job, but Whittemore loves it. "I
recently senior accan't believe I've already been here for a year," she says. "The
count executive for
time goes so fast."
A.R. Busse & Associates, a Houston
public relations agency. Andrew Brian
Whittemore is pleased with the part she played in the affirmaCox BA '72 MME '73 Will Rice
tive action plan of the plant. When she was hired, the plant was
writes, "Mary Ann, Emily, and I are movreshuffling employees. "The boiler room employees were mostly
ing to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where I
older,
white males, when I came here," she says. "But a lot of
will start work with Sandia Laboratories in
them were retiring." Younger people and blacks were brought in
February." Peter W. Robie BA '72
to replace them. "There has been about a 50 percent turnover
Hanszen has been appointed assistant
professor of endocrinology and general
since I got here," she says.
medicine at the Wake Forest University
Though she quickly became an old-timer with the rapid change
School of Medicine. He will also direct a
in
personnel, Whittemore's youthfulness is still a problem."Being
new General Medicine Consultation Serthe boss of somebody who is thirty-five years older than me is the
vice for house officers. "I am raising my
hardest thing I do," she says. She supervises seventeen people
two oldest children to do beadwork for a
living," writes Paul Jinks Wiggins BA
now.
'72 BArch '72 Baker. He has homeAfter hours, she winds down by running. "I'm in training right
steaded for the past five years in Presidio
now,"
Whittemore says. "I plan to run in the twenty-six mile DalCounty. Wiggins loves getting mail, and
las Turkey Trot next Thanksgiving." She's running in 10,000
encourages friends to get in touch with him
meter races to prepare and build up endurance.
at Box 31, Terlingua, Texas 79852. Patti
Jane Anderson BA'73 Brown writes,
Whittemore plans to continue running the boiler house for
"I must have died and gone to Texas
another
year or so, but after that she is not sure what she will do.
'cause I'm havin' a hell of a time." Anderlike
"I'd
to stay in a job dealing with people though," she asserts.
son has moved back to Austin after living
"I just love doing this."
in New York City. Bobbie Cook Martindale BA '73 Jones writes,"Ken and
By Allison Foil '83
I are starting the new year in style. We
both graduated (again) in December with tion, the Belgische Petroleum Raffinederij hoit BS '74 MCE '75 Will Rice has
an MSEE and MBA, respectively, then in Antwerp. Carol and I are thoroughly graduated from the Basic Civil Engineer
moved to the warm sunny south from cold enjoying being right in the center of conti- Corps Officer Course offered by the Navy.
snowy Dayton. We have a house in Mary nental Europe, but may find our traveling During a two-month course in California,
Esther, Florida, with plenty of room for a little slowed after the birth of our first Wilhoit learned about engineering manvisitors. Ken owes Uncle Sam four more baby, expected in mid-February. Carol is agement, network analysis, financial manyears so we'll probably move again soon. an accounting graduate of Corpus Christi
agement, and Naval
I'm beginning a new career as an accoun- State University, employed while we were
organization. Stan
tant in January and will sit for the CPA in Corpus by the Marine Drilling Corp."
Williams BA '74
exam in May. Anyone in the area please David Norton BS'74 Hanszen writes,
Lovett writes:
give us a call to say Howdy." Jim S. Gill- "My wife Ellen McKay and I wish to
"What a long,
ingham BA '74 MChE '75 Will Rice announce the arrival of our firstborn, Scott
strange trip it's been,
writes,"My wife Carol and I moved to Bel- Marshall Norton, on December 30. Also, it
part III. I am now an
gium in November, 1979 at the request of was exciting to see so many old Rice
assistant professor of
my employer, The Coastal Corp. of Hous- friends at Jim Vance's Autumn Equinox
chemistry at UCLA.
ton. I have assumed the position of Techni- Brain Bake. For the friends I missed, I'm I left the cold and indifference of New Jercal Manager for Coastal's recent acquisi- still pipelinin' in Alaska." James P. Wil- sey for a sunnier climate. My schedule
is
•
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411
absolutely chaotic — so I'm having a great
time. Seeing a classroom from the other
Side is very humbling — building a
research group from nothing is a real high.
Come see me if you can. I was saddened to
hear of Edmund's passing — he was the
best of us." Philip Samuels BA '75
Baker was recently awarded the GoldHeaded Cane Award, presented by the faculty of Texas Tech School of Medicine to
the medical graduate who "best exemplifies the Hippocratic Oath standards of
learning, sagacity, humanity, and adherence to the highest ideals and principles."
He will begin a four-year residency training program in obstetrics and gynecology
at the Medical College of Virginia in Norfolk. Jimmy Williamson BA '75 Will
Rice came by the alumni office this week
to announce that he has opened his own
law office at 2225 La
Branch in Houston.
Val Glitsch BA
'76 BArch '78
Jones was cited
recently in a national
design competition
sponsored by Progressive Architecture
magazine. Glitsch's design for the
McAshan townhouse in Houston was
praised for its "artful and unpretentious
Plan" by the jurors. The project was one of
31 selected from 1,049 entries. She is an
associate in the firm Wm. T. Cannady &
Associates. Peace is the first priority for
ordained Presbyterian minister Jan OrrHarter BA '76 Hanszen. Assistant
Pastor of the West Park Presbyterian
Church near Central Park in New York
City, she leads a 15-member group called
'Peacemakers." The group studies
Peace issues and has been involved in
Peace demonstrations displaying "Presbyterians for Peace" signs. She is also staff
director of the peace ministry of the Presbytery of New York City and is a board
member of the national Presbyterian
Peace Fellowship. Susan DeBremaecker BA '77 Baker and Rick
Howard BS'75 Baker write:"Here we
are, married as of October 25, 1980, living
in a small house by a creek in the hills of
West Virginia. Susan came here by way of
Berkeley, CA and three years in seminary
at Pacific School of Religion; Rick's been
in West Virginia four years, working as a
,1 and surveyor. We're fixing up an old fannnouse to be able to move onto our 105-acre
farm this summer. Write us at Route 2,
ox 169a, French Creek, W. Va. 26218."
'Om Glenn BA '77 Lovett has passed
the bar exam and is practicing criminal law
1,r1 Dallas. Walter D. Murphy, Jr. BA
77 BArch '79 Lovett has joined the
architectural firm of Wm. T. Cannady &
Associates of Houston. Murphy just
recently returned from Florence, Italy
where he worked for a year and a half as
Pr.oject Architect for the firm of Paolo
Architects, Planners. "This has
,een an exciting year for me," writes
usan A. Baker BA '78 Jones.
'married Steve Scheid on January 3, and
,we just moved into our new house. I am
nalfway toward getting my MS degree in
;.?linPuter science from Colorado State
university in Ft. Collins, in addition to
working full-time at Hewlett-Packard.
SUmmers are filled with technical rock
climbing and backpacking,and winters are
nent on alpine and nordic skiing." Julia
Maria Fekete BA '78 Brown has
enrolled at the American Graduate School
uf International Management in Glendale,
2
,krizona.
Elisabeth G. Konugres BA
78 Jones received her masters in public
health from UCLA last June. She spent the
summer in Greece with her family and is
il,ow working at the Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center at UCLA. Recently,
She has been part of a team from the center
Presenting "Know Your Body," a knowledge and motivation health education pro-
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gram for school age children. Ava Ban- research and development in electronics,
Continued
energy, materials, and chemistry." He
field Plummer BA'78 Baker has been
chosen as the Houston Police Depart- heads a staff of 2,225 who are working on Apr. 24, 25 Texas A & M Relays at College Station
projects such as creating "intelligent"
ment's first special liaison officer for black
May
9
Meet of Champs at Houston
community affairs. A public health edu- home appliances and an ultrasonic cardiac
cator specializing in working with com- scanner that can provide moving pictures May 15, 16 SWC Outdoor Championship at Dallas
munity groups, Plummer says the black of the human heart via sound waves.
Texas
Invitational
at
Schmitt was recently named a term trustee May 23
community's general disillusionment with
Austin
in
New
York.
the police is caused by a basic lack of com- of Union College
May 29, 30 USA/TFA Championship at
munication. Although she is not promising
Wichita, Kansas
immediate changes in attitude on either
June 4,5,6, NCAA Outdoor Championside, Plummer hopes to "open up the chanship at Baton Rouge
nels of communication" as a start. Bill
Barron BS '79 Baker writes: "News
Track — women
from South Texas has it that I've surrenBaylor Invitational at Waco
dered to the ways of the Santa Gertrudis Jack Glenn '26 of New York City died Apr. 17
Apr.
24,
25
TAIAW
Championship at
12,
1981.
He
directed
the
on
February
and am calling the mesquite 'forest'
Houston
home. I'm keeping busy working on the March of 'Time newreels from 1935 to
Miller Lite Invitational at
Ranch for Exxon, directing the Kingsville 1951. A veteran journalist, he began his May 2
Houston
Tennis Association's USTA-sanctioned career at the Houston Press, before going to
SWC Championship
at
Spring Open, and chairing the Special the Herald Tribune's international edition May 17
Dallas
Events committee for the county's Ameri- in Paris. He also directed the movies Jet
can Heart Association Chapter." Bill re- Fighter, Cry Murder, and The House of the May 20-21 AIAW Division II Championships at San Angelo
ports that they were definitely having win- Seven Gables. At Rice he was editor of the
27-29
AIAW Division I ChampionThresher
and
a
cheerleader.
Classmates
May
ter in the New York area over the Christships at Austin
mas Holidays. "Lots of Rice people up remember his cartoons.
there," he says. "I saw three and heard
about scads more." Melissa Hoskins Vernon T. Schuhardt MA '30 PhD
BA '78 Baker is doing beautifully in '40,professor emeritus of microbiology at
Connecticut as Realtech's controller-to-be, the University of Texas in Austin, died on
Helen Kegel BS '79 Baker has August 15, 1980. A specialist in immunolomastered Manhattan during treks from gy and medical microbiology, he had
La wiring
Exxon Chemical and her Parsippany, NJ served on the faculty there for forty years.
apartment. Robin Cohen BS '78 From 1940 to 1955 he directed the UniverBaker is alive and well, working in Dela- sity's Brucellosis Research Project of the To the Editor:
ware for Dow and living in Maryland. Clayton Foundation. He was named the I just wanted to thank you for your delightSome of the "scads more" are Steve first recipient of the distinguished service ful article Sleuthing (November '80). The
Mount BA '78 Baker and Barbara award given by the Texas branch of the enthusiasm and interesting ideas that are
Ladner Mount BA '78 Baker at Yale, American Society for Microbiology in so typical of Dennis Huston have been
Clark Herring BS '78 Baker at Yale, 1972. In 1978 he published a book entitled: nicely set off by your witty exposition. I
thoroughly enjoyed reading it.
Dave Pearson BA '78 Baker, Peggy Pathogenic Microbiology.
Charles
Stewart,
Farnham BA '78 Baker, Randy
Woelfel BS '77 Baker, Johnny Val T. Billups '18 of Sedona, AZ on Assoc. Professor of Biology
Summerlin BS'79 MChE'80 Baker November 19, 1980; Roberta John
in Philadelphia, and Meg and Larry Fos- Hogan '19 of Houston on December 20, To the Editor:
Si BA '79 Will Rice. As for Kingsville, 1980; Cecil Selby Hartsook '22 of I am writing this letter to notify and thank
it's me and the cows. In other words, call Houston on February 16, 1981; Harry E. you for the receipt of SALLYPORT. I really
Copeland '23 of Dallas on January 31, appreciate you admitting that I, a man who
anytime(512)592-7479.
1981; Mollie Jackson '25 of Houston worked at Rice as a research fellow for a
on December 26, 1980; Mildred brief period from 1969-1971 in the chemisSchweikart Willis '25 of Oakland, CA try department with Professor R. F. Curl,
on January 28, 1981; James C. Watts Jr., can,get the alumni publication. I now
*26 of Houston on February 11, 1981; work and teach at Tokyo Institute of TechRachel Whiteley Creekmore '27 of nology as an associate professor in physiHouston on February 4, 1981; John cal chemistry. I did and still do love Rice so
Rolf Asphaug BA '80 Hanszen McWhirter '35 of Uvalde on December much and I am very glad to be able to keep
writes: "Paul Castanon BA '80 21, 1980; Robert L. Norton '43 of La in touch with the things taking place at
Lovett, Farley Grisset BA '81 Rich- Grange, TX on_ April 7, 1980; Luis A. Rice. Maybe the things which took place
ardson, and I are all Columbia Law Davila '44 of Mission, TX on December during my stay there, like those related
School students, Class of '83(we hope)." 30, 1980; Ralph S. Wright, Jr.'49 of with Viet Nam war, championship, SWC I
Brian T. Mee BA '80 Richardson has Houston on January 9, 1981; James R. mean, of the basketball team, and Dr.
graduated from the Navy's Aviation Indoc- West'50 of Houston; Sylvia Guenther Hackerman's arrival, make me attached to
trination School. This is the first step in the Nokes '71 of Palo Alto, CA; Maria Rice. I hope I am going to get the forthNaval flight training program leading to Antonia Arbenz, a Rice library assist- coming issues of SALLYPORT.
Chiaki Hirose
designation as a naval aviator. Christo- ant for many years.
pher J. Montgomery BA '80 Baker
was recently commissioned in the rank of CLASSNOTES. Alumni are continually asking what exciting things their classmates are
navy ensign upon completion of the Avia- doing, and if we don't know, we make it up. If you would like the true story published, drop us a line
tion Officer Candidate School. He received
and a black and white photo.
general military, academic, physical fitness, and leadership training as well as
pre-flight training which centered around
aerodynamics, sea and land survival, and
basic aircraft engineering.

H Memoriam

ADVANCED DEGREES
Gary P. Kozielski MES'78 Richardson has been promoted to area engineer
at the Du Pont plant
in Victoria, Texas. Roland W.
Schmitt PhD '51,
General Electric vice
president for corporate research and
development, was
recently elected a
Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Name
Electronics Engineers. The Society cited
Schmitt "for his.leadership in directing Address(

College
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EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE
This summer —
Observe the outer reaches of the galaxy.
Sift the ruins of an ancient city.
Study the rocks of the San Juan Basin.
Read the plays of Shakespeare.
Write a computer program.
See Mexico through the eye of the camera.

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Junior and senior high school students can make their own explorations for enrichment or for
high school credit. You may want the younger students in your home to brush up on basic skills or to
take on something new like sculpture, genetics, creative writing, or a foreign language. Excess
energy can be channeled into tennis, basketball, or swimming classes. Credit is offered for many
courses in cooperation with the Spring Branch Independent School District. For information call or
write the Department of Education, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001;
(713)527-4826. Early application is advised.
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TRATION BY RAY-MEL CORNE LIU

RICE SUMMER PROGRAMS
Your explorations through the Rice Summer Programs can be as close to home as economic
principles or as removed in time and place as an archeological dig fourteen kilometers east of
Rome. Earn college credit while you learn lithographic printmaking, computer science, foreign
languages,accounting, music, astronomy,or even the inside of the publishing business.
The session runs from June 1 through July 10. Deadline for applications is May 6. For information
and a full listing of courses call or write the Rice Summer Programs, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston,Texas 77001;(713)527-8101 ext.2708.

